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1 Introduction
The subject of two-dimensional quantum field theories (2d QFTs) has provided us with
the richness of nonperturbative techniques such as the ones related to integrability and
conformal symmetry, as well as with a number of powerful general results. Among such
results are the c-theorem [1] and the g-theorem [2, 3] describing certain general properties
of renormalization group (RG) flows in 2d QFTs. The c- and g-theorems proved to be very
useful in establishing the phase diagrams and patterns of RG flows for various 2d systems
with and without a boundary, see e.g. [4–6].
The c-theorem explicitly constructs a special function of the coupling constants, called
the c-function, that decreases monotonically along the RG flow and that is equal to the
Virasoro central charge at fixed points of the flow. The c-theorem was proved in [1] by
deriving the relation
µ
∂c
∂µ
= −βigijβj . (1.1)
Here µ is the RG scale, c is the c-function, βi are the components of the beta function
vector field, and gij is the Zamolodchikov metric on the theory space, which is positive
definite. An even richer geometric structure is uncovered by a gradient formula for the
beta function. A gradient formula relates the beta function vector field to the gradient of
some potential function. In [7], a gradient formula for the beta function of 2d QFTs was
proved under fairly general assumptions. The formula has the form
∂ic = −(gij + ∆gij)βj − bijβj (1.2)
where c, gij and β
j are the same as in (1.1), bij is the Osborn antisymmetric tensor [8]
on the theory space, and ∆gij is a certain correction to the Zamolodchikov metric. We
review this formula in more detail in section 2. The objects βi, c, gij ,∆gij , bij are the basic
geometric data associated to the RG flows of 2d QFTs.
The gradient formula (1.2) in particular applies to two-dimensional sigma models. In
string theory 2d sigma models describe the space-time background on which the strings
propagate. Conformal sigma models, i.e. sigma models with vanishing beta functions,
correspond to solutions to classical equations of motion for the string. In this context the
gradient formula has a special significance — it provides a string action principle.
For sigma models with vanishing target space torsion (antisymmetric 2-form), the RG
flow in the one loop approximation reduces to the Ricci flow for the target space metric. The
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RG gradient formula involving metric and dilation couplings has interesting connections
with the work of G. Perelman [9, 10].
Geometric structures often provide us with useful tools to study the topology of the
underlying spaces. For the spaces of quantum field theories, very little is currently known
about their topology (a recent discussion can be found in [11]). There have been at-
tempts to use Zamolodchikov’s theorem and Morse theory to obtain some information
about the topology of the spaces related to perturbed minimal models [12, 13], but the
results are sparse and are still at the level of conjectures. A better understanding of the
geometry related to RG flows may help to advance our understanding of the topology of
spaces of 2d QFTs.
In the current paper, we study aspects of the geometry of 2d QFTs and of the gradient
formula (1.2) related to redundant operators. We study the spaces of CFTs abstractly in
terms of correlation functions of local operators. In this context redundant operators are
total derivative operators. If the set {φi} forms a basis of spin zero operators, then for any
current Jµ(x) we have an expansion
∂µJ
µ(x) = riφi(x) (1.3)
which describes how total derivatives are embedded into the set of spin zero operators. In
particular there may be total derivative combinations of those operators φi which couple to
the coupling constants parameterizing our QFTs. As any operator equation, formula (1.3)
in general holds up to contact terms. Shifting the couplings so that we move along a
redundant direction amounts to a local redefinition of the local fields. Such redefinitions
are stored in the contact terms related to (1.3). More intuitively, one can imagine inserting
a total derivative into a correlation function in which divergences are regulated by cutting
out small circles around the insertions. Integrating the total derivative will result in having
contour integrals around each insertion. Shrinking the contours and subtracting divergences
will result in a local redefinition of the inserted operators. Such a picture and the related
broken Ward identities were considered in [14] (see section 9 in particular).
In the Lagrangian formulation of QFT, a coupling is called redundant if the change in
the action when this coupling is varied vanishes on the equations of motion (this definition
is given e.g. in section 7.7 of [15]). The local operator that couples to such a coupling
equals a total derivative up to the terms proportional to equations of motion, which are
pure contact terms. To make this more explicit consider the following elementary example:
a scalar field theory with action
S =
∫
d2x
1
2
Z(∂µφ∂
µφ+m2φ2) . (1.4)
This action depends on 2 couplings: m and Z. The coupling Z couples to the local operator
φZ(x) =
1
2
(∂µφ∂
µφ(x) +m2φ2(x)) =
1
2
∂µ(φ∂
µφ)(x) +
1
2
φ[m2φ− ∂µ∂µφ](x)
=
1
2
∂µ(φ∂
µφ)(x) +
1
2
Z−1φ
δS
δφ
. (1.5)
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Here the first term on the right hand side is a total derivative, while the second term is
proportional to the equations of motion and is thus a pure contact term. The coupling Z
is therefore redundant — changing it can be compensated by rescaling the field φ(x) by a
constant factor.
In the context of exact RG equations redundant couplings were discussed in [16] and
recently in [17]. In [18] an RG anomaly equation was analyzed in connection with an
example in which the RG trajectory has a cycle along redundant directions.
The S-matrix and thermodynamic quantities are independent of field redefinitions and
thus are independent of the redundant couplings. Moreover, at the level of local correlation
functions, moving along the redundant directions only reparameterizes the local observables
so that all essential physical information is stored in correlators evaluated on a slice of
the coupling space transverse to the redundant directions. One can imagine reducing
the number of couplings by eliminating the redundant couplings (i.e. taking a quotient).
Since redundant operators get admixed to other operators when we change the scale (see
section 3 for a detailed discussion), it is not immediately clear how such an elimination can
be performed in an RG covariant way. For Lagrangian field theories, such an elimination
was discussed in [19, 20] (see also [17]).
In this paper we first discuss the redundant operators in very general terms. We
write out the most general form for the contact terms in (1.3) which holds perturbatively.
We analyze the compatibility of redundancy equations with the renormalization group
equations via the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions on the contact terms (the anomaly).
This yields a number of relations between contact terms in the RG equations (the Weyl
anomaly) and contact terms in the redundancy equations. These relations, derived in
section 3, allow us to show the existence of reduced beta functions.
Besides being able to reduce the beta functions, we are interested in showing that other
geometric data associated with the gradient formula (1.2) can be reduced onto the quotient
space. In search for a general procedure we made calculations in conformal perturbation
theory for RG flows near fixed points with symmetries perturbed by marginally relevant
operators breaking (some of) the symmetries. These calculations are presented in section 4.
In particular, in sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.5 we relate the leading order anomaly coefficients (in
the RG equation and in the redundancy equation) to certain OPE coefficients calculated at
the fixed point. In section 4.2.2 we calculate the redundancy equations in a point-splitting
scheme up to the quadratic order in the couplings. Among other results we have also
obtained a general formula for the two loop beta function of marginal operators expressed
in terms of an integrated four-point function (4.28).
For illustration purposes we apply the findings of section 4 to three particular models
constructed as current-current perturbations of the SU(2)k WZW model. In section 5 we
present explicit calculations related to these models and discuss the geometric structure
of redundancy as well as the reduction procedure. We show that a consistent reduction
is possible up to two loops for any model in which the (fixed point) representation of the
redundancy group is polar. In section 6 we try for a general geometric picture of redundancy
and RG flows that emerges from our studies and point out some loose ends and future
directions. The appendices contain some more technical details of the calculations.
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2 Gradient formula
In this section we introduce some notations, explain the basic principles and formulate the
gradient formula of [7].
We consider two-dimensional Euclidean quantum field theories equipped with a con-
served stress-energy tensor Tµν(x). In response to a metric variation gµν(x) = δµν+δgµν(x),
the partition function Z[gµν ] changes as
δ lnZ =
1
2
∫∫
d2x〈δgµν(x)Tµν(x)〉. (2.1)
For a conformally flat metric gµν(x) = µ
2(x)δµν the function µ(x) sets the local scale.
Changing that local scale gives
µ(x)
δ lnZ
δµ(x)
= 〈Θ(x)〉 (2.2)
where Θ(x) = gµνTµν(x) is the trace of the stress-energy tensor. For correlation functions
on R2 with constant µ(x) = µ = Const, the change of scale in correlation functions is given
by integrating Θ(x):
µ
∂
∂µ
〈O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉c =
∫
d2x 〈Θ(x)O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉c (2.3)
where Oi are local operators and 〈. . . 〉c stands for a connected correlator.
We further assume that we have a family of quantum field theories parameterized by
renormalized coupling constants λi, i = 1, . . . , N . Each coupling λi couples to a local
operator φi(x) in such a way that the action principle is satisfied [21–26]. This means that
changing λi in any local correlation function is given by integrating an insertion of φi(x):
∂
∂λi
〈O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉c =
∫
d2x 〈φi(x)O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉c . (2.4)
The renormalized correlation functions in (2.3) and (2.4) are distributions, so they are
always locally integrable, but the existence of integrals over the entire R2 assumes a suitable
infrared behavior. Note that we allow for any scalar operator φi, in particular among the
φi there can be total derivative operators.
We further assume that the coupling constants λi can be promoted to local sources
λi(x). The partition function Z[gµ,ν ] generalizes to a generating functional that depends
on the local scale factor µ(x) and the sources λi(x) so that in addition to (2.2) we have
δ lnZ
δλi(x)
= 〈φi(x)〉 . (2.5)
Correlation functions on flat space involving the fields φi(x) and the trace of the stress-
energy tensor can be obtained by taking a number of variational derivatives with respect
to the sources and the scale factor, followed by setting the scale factor and sources to
constant values.
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In a renormalizable QFT, a change of scale µ can be compensated by changing the
coupling constants according to the beta function vector field βi(λ). It follows from the
action principle (2.4) that
Θ(x) = βiφi(x) (2.6)
holds as an operator equation. As we remarked above there can be total derivatives among
the operators φi. Strictly speaking, the coefficients β
i standing at total derivatives are
not called beta functions, but for the sake of uniformity we will use the same notation for
them, and — by a slight abuse of terminology — will refer to all βi’s as beta functions.1
Equation (2.6) holds inside correlation functions up to constant terms (i.e. up to distri-
butions supported on a set of measure zero). Using the sources and non-constant scale
factor we can store the contact terms in derivatives of λi(x) and µ(x). To this end we
expand the difference Θ(x)−βi(λ(x))φi(x) in such derivatives. The form of this expansion
is constrained by 2d covariance and locality. One can write
Θ(x)− βiφi(x) = 1
2
µ2R2(x)C(λ) + ∂µλ
iJµi (x) + ∂
µ[Wi(λ)∂µλ
i] +
1
2
∂µλi∂µλ
jGij(λ) + . . .
(2.7)
where
µ2R2(x) = −2∂µ∂µ lnµ(x) .
In (2.7) we wrote explicitly all possible terms containing one and two derivatives of µ and
λi. In the vicinity of a fixed point QFT where perturbation theory applies there can be
nothing else. As in [7], we say that in this situation a strict power counting applies. In such
a case the coefficients C(λ), Wi(λ), Gij(λ) are functions and J
µ
i is a quantum field of spin
1. This restriction can be relaxed to a loose power counting in which the coefficients C, Wi,
Gij are allowed to have a non-trivial operator content. The loose power counting applies
when one considers perturbation theory for nonlinear sigma models. More generally, when
perturbation theory does not apply, one can allow for arbitrary order derivatives to appear
in (2.7). Equation (2.7) generalizes the equation for the conformal anomaly in curved
space. In a sense one can call it an equation for the renormalization anomaly.
In this paper we will use perturbation theory around a 2d CFT so that the strict
power counting applies, such that the full anomaly is given by the terms explicitly written
in (2.7). In this case one derives Callan-Symanzik equations by applying (2.7) to the
generating functional lnZ and taking additional variational derivatives that give insertions
of Θ’s and φi’s:(
µ
∂
∂µ
− βi ∂
∂λi
)
〈φi1(x1)φi2(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c =
〈Γφi1(x1)φi2(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c + 〈φi1(x1)Γφi2(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c + . . . (2.8)
where
Γφi1(x1) = ∂i1β
iφi(x1)− ∂µJµi1(x1) . (2.9)
1In some papers, the authors use the notation Bi for the expansion coefficients in (2.6) which contain
total derivatives, reserving the notation βi for the usual beta functions.
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We see that the operators Γ that give mixings of operators under RG include the stan-
dard part ∂iβ
j which comes from the beta functions and additional admixtures of total
derivatives that come from the anomaly (2.7). We can rewrite (2.8) as(
µ
∂
∂µ
− Lβ
)
〈φi1(x1)φi2(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c =
−〈∂µJµi1(x1)φi2(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c − 〈φi1(x1)∂µJ
µ
i2
(x2) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c + . . . (2.10)
where Lβ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the beta function vector field. The last
equation shows that the currents Ji from the anomaly are responsible for the noncovariant
behavior of the correlators under the change of scale.
Besides the above considerations, the terms in (2.7) are subject to Wess-Zumino con-
sistency conditions. We can write using (2.2) and (2.5) both sides of (2.7) as functional
differential operators acting on functionals of sources and the scale factor:
µ(x)
δ
δµ(x)
− βi(λ(x)) δ
δλi(x)
= D(x) (2.11)
where D(x) is a differential operator2 representing the right hand side of (2.7). The Wess-
Zumino consistency conditions are then the zero commutator equations for these operators,[
µ(x)
δ
δµ(x)
− βi(λ(x)) δ
δλi(x)
−D(x), µ(y) δ
δµ(y)
− βi(λ(y)) δ
δλi(y)
−D(y)
]
= 0 . (2.12)
These equations lead to various relations between the anomaly terms in (2.7). When strict
power counting applies, one of the consequences is the operator equation3
βiJµi (x) = 0 . (2.13)
This equation implies that while Θ(x) = βiφi and each of the φi fields may get an anomalous
admixture of a total derivative under the RG flow, Θ(x) does not get such an admixture
(cf. equation (2.8)).
The consequences of equations (2.12) were systematically explored in [8]. Under certain
assumptions a gradient formula for the beta function was derived in [8] as a consequence
of equations (2.12). In [7], the same method was used to derive under a more general set
of assumptions a gradient formula of the form
∂ic+ (gij + ∆gij)β
j + bijβ
j = 0 . (2.14)
2To write the differential operator representing the vector field Jµi (x) one needs sources for vector fields.
Such sources and additional terms in the anomaly related to them are introduced in the next section. For
the purpose of deriving the gradient formula, the vector field sources can be largely ignored, so we do not
explicitly use them in this section.
3More generally, when strict power counting does not apply, e.g. for nonlinear sigma models, equa-
tion (2.13) is replaced by βiJµi (x) = ∂
µC(x) for a scalar operator C(x). The combinations ∂µ∂νC−δµν∂2C
are the improvement currents that get admixed to the stress-energy tensor under the RG flow, see [7]. In
the context of nonlinear sigma models C(x) is the dilation beta functions operator and the generalization
of (2.13) is called Curci-Paffuti relation [27].
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Here, c is the Zamolodchikov c-function, gij is the Zamolodchikov metric [1], bij is the
Osborn antisymmetric tensor [8], and ∆gij is a certain correction to the Zamolodchikov
metric. Explicitly we have
c = 4pi2
(
xµxνxαxβ − x2gµνxαxβ − 1
2
x2xµgναxβ
)
〈Tµν(x)Tαβ(0) 〉c/Λ|x|=1 (2.15)
gij = 6pi
2Λ−4 〈φi(x)φj(0) 〉c/Λ|x|=1 (2.16)
where Λ−1 is a fixed arbitrary 2d distance. The tensor bij is an antisymmetric 2-form that
can be expressed as
bij = ∂iwj − ∂jwi , wi = 3pi
∫
d2xx2θ(1− Λ|x|)〈φi(x)Θ(0)〉c (2.17)
where Λ is the same mass scale used in the definition of c and gij . The metric correction
∆gij is constructed using the anomaly currents J
µ
i (x):
∆gij = lim
L→∞
3pi
∫
|x|<L
d2xx2θ(Λ|x| − 1) [〈φi(x) ∂µJµj (0) 〉c + 〈φj(x) ∂µJµi (0) 〉c] . (2.18)
where subtractions may be needed to take the limit L→∞ (see [7] for details).
The gradient formula (2.14) was proven under a number of assumptions of a rather
general nature: stress-energy tensor conservation, locality, the validity of the action princi-
ple (2.4) and the absence of spontaneous breaking of global conformal symmetry. The last
assumption means that for any vector field Jµ(x) we have an infrared condition
lim
|x|→∞
|x|3〈Jµ(x)Tαβ(0)〉c = 0 . (2.19)
Contracting the gradient formula with the beta function one obtains
βi∂ic− βi∆gijβj = −βigijβj . (2.20)
One can show that the left hand side of the above formula gives the scale derivative of the
c-function [7] (the second term on the left hand side accounts for the anomalous admixtures
of improvement currents to the stress-energy tensor; it vanishes when strict power counting
applies). So one obtains the celebrated Zamolodchikov formula
µ
∂c
∂µ
= −βigijβj . (2.21)
We also note that the extension of the analysis of the Wess-Zumino consistency condi-
tions (2.12) to higher-dimensional theories was done in [8, 28–30].
3 Redundant operators
Redundant operators arise in the RG anomaly (2.7) and subsequently enter the gradient
formula via the metric correction (2.18). They are also responsible for the noncovariance of
the RG transformation of the correlators (2.10) and, as a consequence, for the noncovariance
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of the metric gij and of the antisymmetric tensor bij . On the other hand, it is clear that
if among operators φi there are total derivatives, those directions are physically redundant
and there must be a way to reduce the number of couplings by taking a quotient via
projecting out such directions. One of the main motivations for this paper was to investigate
how such a reduction can be implemented systematically and how all geometric objects in
the gradient formula reduce. In this section we discuss the general theory of redundancy
in the operator formalism.
To account for total derivatives among scalar fields, one introduces a basis of vector
fields Jaµ(x) so that if φi(x) form a complete basis of scalar fields one has
∂µJ
µ
a (x) = r
i
a(λ)φi(x) (3.1)
where ria(λ) are some coefficients giving the embedding of total derivatives into the set
of scalar operators. Equation (3.1) is an operator equation that holds inside correlation
functions up to contact terms. As in the case of the renormalization equation Θ(x) = βiφi
we can store such contact terms in an expansion similar to (2.7). Since we have local vector
fields involved, we should introduce sources λaµ(x) for them so that
δ lnZ
δλaµ(x)
= 〈Jµa (x)〉 (3.2)
where Z now stands for a generating functional of correlators involving Θ, φi, and J
µ
a (see
also [31] for a recent discussion of such sources). Note that to get a correlator involving
Jµa , we vary with respect to λaµ as in (3.2) and then, after all variational derivatives are
taken, we set λi to constants and λaµ to zero. In addition to the derivatives of λ
i and µ(x),
the vector sources themselves can be present both in the expansion in (2.7) and in (3.1).
Assuming the currents Jµa , derivatives ∂ν and the sources λ
a
µ have engineering scaling
dimension one, we can write out all possible “anomaly” terms in (3.1) up to the second
order in this dimension:
∂µJ
µ
a (x)− ria(λ)φi(x) = −R(0)a (x)−R(1)a (x) (3.3)
where
R(0)a (x) = r
b
ai(λ)∂µλ
iJµb (x) + Γ
c
ba(λ)λ
b
µJ
µ
c (x) ,
R(1)a (x) = kaµ
2R2(x) + ∂
µ[kai∂µλ
i(x) + kabλ
b
µ(x)]
+µ2gµν
[
kabc
2
λbµλ
c
ν(x) + kaib∂µλ
iλbν(x) +
kaij
2
∂µλ
i∂νλ
j(x)
]
. (3.4)
In the vicinity of a fixed point QFT, the engineering dimension is preserved perturba-
tively to all orders, and if we only study perturbation theory, the expansion formulas (3.3)
and (3.4) are exact. In this case the terms ka, kai, kab, kabc, kaib, kaij are all functions of λ
i
proportional to the identity operators. (In the sigma model context loose power counting
applies and these terms will have a nontrivial operator content.) Thus the terms in R
(1)
a (x)
are all proportional to the identity operator, while the terms in R
(0)
a (x) have a nontrivial
operator content.
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For conserved currents the coefficients ria vanish and the terms on the right hand side
of (3.3) measure various anomalies in the conservation law. We will express some of these
terms in terms of the OPE coefficients in a current algebra in section 4.1.2. The parallel
between (2.7) and (3.3) becomes even closer if we notice that Θ(x) is the divergence of the
dilation current. The beta functions βi then play a similar role to the coefficients ria.
The operator expressions R
(0)
a (x) and R
(1)
a (x) give rise to functional differential opera-
tors R(0,1)(x). One can use them to calculate various contact terms in correlation functions
by commuting them with variational derivatives. For illustration and for later reference
we calculate
rja〈φj(x)Jνb (y)φi(z)〉c = 〈∂µJµa (x)Jνb (y)φi(z)〉c + rcai∂µδ(x− z)〈Jµc (x)Jνb (y)〉 (3.5)
− ∂irjaδ(x− z)〈φj(x)Jνb (y)〉+ Γcbaδ(x− y)〈Jνc (x)φi(z)〉
+ kaib∂
νδ(x− z)δ(x− y) + ∂ikabδ(x− z)∂νδ(x− y) ,
rka〈φk(x)φi(y)φj(z)〉c = 〈∂µJµa (x)φi(y)φj(z)〉c + ∂µδ(x− y)rbai〈Jµb (y)φj(z)〉 (3.6)
+∂µδ(x− z)rbaj〈φi(y)Jµb (z)〉 − ∂irkaδ(x− y)〈φk(x)φj(z)〉c − ∂jrkaδ(x− z)〈φi(y)φk(z)〉c
+∆δ(x− y)δ(x−z)∂jkai + ∆δ(x− z)δ(x− y)∂ikaj + kaij∂µδ(x− y)∂µδ(x− z) ,
rja〈φj(x)Jµb (y)Jνc (z)〉c = 〈∂αJαa (x)Jµb (y)Jνc (z)〉c + Γdbaδ(x− y)〈Jµd (x)Jνc (z)〉 (3.7)
+ Γdcaδ(x− z)〈Jµb (y)Jνd (z)〉+ δ(x− y)δ(x− z)gµνkabc
where ∆ = ∂µ∂
µ.
Integrating equation (3.5) over x, we obtain the following identity
rja∂j〈Jνb (y)φi(z)〉 = −∂irja〈Jν(y)φj(z)〉 − rcai〈Jνb (y)∂µJµc (z)〉
+Γcba〈Jνc (y)φi(z)〉+ (∂ikab − kaib)∂νδ(z − y) . (3.8)
For finite separation |y − z| > 0, using (3.1) we can rewrite the last equation as
rja∂j〈Jνb (y)φi(z)〉 = 〈Jνb (y) Γjiaφj(z)〉+ Γcba〈Jνc (y)φi(z)〉 (3.9)
where we defined
Γjia = −∂irja − rcairjc . (3.10)
Equation (3.9) easily generalizes to any multi-point correlator of the fundamental scalar
and vector fields inserted at finite separations (so that various contact terms drop out).
This means that differentiating a correlator along a redundant direction merely results in
field redefinitions given by connection coefficients Γcab and Γ
j
ia.
As for the renormalization anomaly, we can represent the anomaly equation (3.3) in
terms of functional derivative operators:
Ra(x) ≡ ∂µ δ
δλaµ(x)
− ria(λ)
δ
δλi(x)
+R(0)a (x) +R(1)a (x) . (3.11)
We can then write out the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions as
[Ra(x),Rb(y)] = 0 . (3.12)
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This results in a number of equations on the redundancy anomaly coefficients which can be
interpreted in geometrical terms. In particular these equations include the zero curvature
conditions on the connection defined in (3.9). In this paper we are not going to explore
these equations. Their detailed analysis will appear in [32].
The renormalization anomaly (2.7) similarly generalizes to
Θ(x)− βiφi(x) = D(0)(x) +D(1)(x) (3.13)
where4
D(0)(x) = ∂µλ
ivai (λ)J
µ
a (x) + λ
a
µγ
b
a(λ)J
µ
b (x) ,
D(1)(x) =
C
2
µ2R2(x) + ∂µ[µ
2gµν(Wi∂νλ
i(x) + waλ
a
ν(x))]
+µ2gµν
[
1
2
Gij∂µλ
i∂νλ
j(x) + gajλ
a
µ∂νλ
j(x) + gab
1
2
λaµλ
b
ν(x)
]
(3.14)
Here we introduced coefficients vai so that J
µ
i (x) = v
a
i J
µ
a (x). When strict power counting
applies, the terms vai , γ
b
a, C, Wi, wa, Gij , gaj , gab are all functions of λ, while in the sigma
model situation they can have a nontrivial operator content.
The Callan-Symanzik equation for correlators (at finite separation) involving the fun-
damental scalar and vector fields has the form(
µ
∂
∂µ
− βi ∂
∂λi
)
〈φi1(x1) . . . Jµ1a1 (y1) . . .Θ(z1) . . . 〉c =
〈Γφi1(x1) . . . Jµ1a1 (y1) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c + 〈φi1(x1) . . . γba1Jµ1b (y1) . . .Θ(y1) . . . 〉c + . . .
(3.15)
where Γ is defined in (2.9) and γba is the anomalous dimension matrix for vector fields. (It
coincides with the matrix γba appearing in D
(0)(x).)
In addition to the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions (2.12) and (3.12), there are
Wess-Zumino conditions involving the commutators of the renormalization anomaly with
the redundancy anomaly:
[
µ(x)
δ
δµ(x)
− βi(λ(x)) δ
δλi(x)
−D(x),Ra(y)
]
= 0 (3.16)
where D(x) = D(0)(x) + D(1)(x) are the functional differential operators corresponding
to (3.13) and (3.14). By direct inspection we find that the terms in (3.16) containing R(0)a
4Note that in (3.14) as well as in (3.4) we are assuming parity conservation. This excludes terms
in the anomaly containing the anti-symmetric 2-tensor µν (we would like to thank Hugh Osborn for
pointing this out to us). Since such terms would enter only into the contributions R
(1)
a and D
(1), the
equations (3.18)–(3.21) hold also for parity violating theories.
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and D(0) give rise to separate equations. We find
[µ
δ
δµ(x)
− βi δ
δλi(x)
−D(0)(x), ∂µ δ
δλaµ(y)
− rja(λ)
δ
δλj(y)
+R(0)a (y)]
= δ(x− y)
[
(βj∂jr
i
a − rja∂jβi)
δ
δλi(x)
+
(
(−βj∂jrbai − rja∂jvbi − Γbcavci − rcaiγbc)∂µλi
−(ria∂iγbc + βi∂iΓbca + Γbdaγdc − Γdcaγbd)λcµ
) δ
δλbµ(x)
]
+∆δ(x− y)
[
γba − βirbai + riavbi
] δ
δλbµ(x)
. (3.17)
Setting this expression to zero gives rise to four separate equations:
γba = −riavbi + rbaiβi , (3.18)
βj∂jr
i
a − rja∂jβi = −βjrbajrib , (3.19)
βj(rcajr
b
ci + ∂jr
b
ai − ∂irbaj) + rja∂jvbi + vbj∂irja + Γbcavci − rcaiγbc = 0 , (3.20)
βj(rcajΓ
b
dc + ∂jΓ
b
da) + γ
c
dΓ
b
ca − γbcΓcda + ria∂iγbd = 0 . (3.21)
Here, to separate the equations, we used the redundancy equation (3.3) again.
The meaning of the first two of the above equations is quite transparent. Equa-
tion (3.18) expresses the anomalous dimensions of the currents through the terms in the
anomaly related to the scalar field. This relation stems from the fact that the divergence
of a current, which has the same anomalous dimension, is expressible according to (3.1)
via scalar operators. Equation (3.19) can be rewritten in terms of a commutator of vector
fields acting on the space of couplings,
[βˆ, Rˆa] = −βjrbajRˆb (3.22)
where
βˆ = βi∂i , Rˆa = r
j
a∂j . (3.23)
Equation (3.22) shows that the commutator of the beta function vector field βˆ with the
redundancy vector fields Rˆa closes again on the redundancy vector fields. This condition is
crucial for the reduction of the RG flow onto the quotient space in which we identify points
on the orbits generated by the redundancy vector fields. In the present paper we are not
going to explore the meaning of equations (3.20) and (3.21) nor any of the other equations
following from (3.16). Equations (3.18) and (3.19) will be checked by explicit calculations
in conformal perturbation theory in sections 4.2.3 and 4.4.
By taking two variational derivatives with respect to the scale µ(x) we obtain from (3.4)
〈Θ(x)Θ(y)∂µJµa (z)〉c = 〈Θ(x)Θ(y)riaφi(z)〉c (3.24)
where both sides are distributions. The only contact term between Θ and the redundancy
operation for Jµa is in the term proportional to κa in (3.4), which goes away when we
consider a 3-point connected correlator in (3.24). Integrating both sides of (3.24) over z
we obtain
ria∂i〈Θ(x)Θ(y)〉 = 0 , (3.25)
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which holds at the level of distributions. The Zamolodchikov c-function (2.15) can also be
written as
c = −3pi
∫
d2xx2θ(1− Λ|x|)〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉c (3.26)
where one integrates a distributional 2-point function. Thus (3.25) implies5
ria∂ic = 0 , (3.27)
i.e. the c-function is independent of the redundant couplings.
4 General conformal perturbation analysis
We will analyze a 2d Euclidean, unitary conformal field theory with current symmetry alge-
bras, perturbed by dimension 2 spin 0 operators φi. The Euclidean action perturbation is
δS =
∑
i
∫
d2zλiφi(z) . (4.1)
Here z = x+ iy is the complex coordinate on R2, and d2z = dxdy is the standard volume
element. The fixed point theory does not have to come from a particular Euclidean action.
The perturbation given by (4.1) merely says that the correlation functions in the perturbed
theory are calculated according to the following formal perturbation theory expansion
〈[Oa1 ](z1) . . . [Oan ](zk)〉λ =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∑
i1,...,in
λi1 . . . λin (4.2)
×
∫
d2x1 . . .
∫
d2xn 〈φi1(x1) . . . φin(xn)Oa1(z1) . . .Oan(zk)〉0 .
Here 〈. . .〉λ denotes the correlator in the perturbed theory, while 〈. . .〉0 stands for the cor-
relators at the λi = 0 fixed point. By default correlators are assumed to be connected,
though sometimes to emphasize this we will use the explicit notations 〈. . .〉0;c and 〈. . .〉λ;0.
The operators Oa(z) are local operators at the fixed point. The integrals on the right hand
side are divergent, so some regularization and renormalization is assumed. The divergences
coming from several φi insertions colliding away from the points zi in general result in non-
trivial beta functions for the couplings λi, while collisions with the points zi are dealt with
by counter terms that renormalize the operators Oa(z). On the left hand side, we denote
by [Oa](z) the renormalized operators of the deformed theory. As standard in conformal
perturbation theory, we label this renormalized operators by the unperturbed (bare) oper-
ators Oa(z). In explicit calculations below we will usually omit the square brackets as the
role of the operators will be clear from the context.
In terms of concrete realizations of the perturbations considered in this section we have
a large class of current-current perturbations of WZW models. Another, more general class
5This holds when strict power counting applies. With loose power counting, the term κa in (3.4) may
have nontrivial operator content, and moving along a redundant direction may result in shifting Θ(x) by a
Laplacian of κa(x) - an improvement current.
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is obtained by considering tensor products of WZW theories. Primary fields in each copy
have rational conformal dimensions. We can consider perturbations by tensor products of
such primaries that have total dimension 2 — for example, take a WZW model with sym-
metry SU(2)3×SU(2)1 perturbed by ψs=3/2⊗ψs=1/2. In this paper, we present in section 5
three concrete current-current models for illustration of the general results developed in
this section.
4.1 At the fixed point
4.1.1 OPE algebra
Next we discuss the OPE algebra at the fixed point. The fixed point CFT we consider has
a symmetry algebra generated by currents Ja and J¯ a¯ with levels kL and kR. The currents
have the OPEs
Ja(za)Jb(zb) =
kLδab
(zab)2
+
ifab
cJc(zb)
(zab)
+ r.p.
J¯a¯(z¯a)J¯b¯(z¯b) =
kRδab
(z¯ab)2
+
if¯a¯b¯
c¯J¯c¯(z¯b)
(z¯ab)
+ r.p.
(4.3)
where r.p. stands for the regular part of the OPEs, and where the structure constants
fabc = fab
dηcd , f¯a¯b¯c¯ = f¯a¯b¯
d¯η¯c¯d¯
are real and totally antisymmetric. We employ the Einstein summation convention
throughout, using contractions with the metrics
ηab = kLδab , η¯a¯b¯ = kRδa¯b¯ (4.4)
to raise and lower indices where necessary. In a generic theory, the holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic chiral algebras could be of a different type, so in particular the levels kL and
kR could be different. The perturbing operators φi, which have dimension 2 and spin 0,
possess the OPEs
φi(zi)φj(zj) =
δij
|zij |4 +
iAaijJa(zj)
(zij)(z¯ij)2
+
iA¯a¯ij J¯a¯(zj)
(zij)2(z¯ij)
+
1
|zij |2Cij
kφk(zj) + . . .+ r.p.
(4.5)
where the ellipsis stands for other singular terms. We assume that no relevant spin zero
fields appear in (4.5) so that the omitted singular terms contain irrelevant scalar fields,
fields of spin 1 with dimension larger than 1 and fields of spin 2 and 3. The precise form of
the omitted singular terms will not be important to us. The OPE structure tensors Aaij and
A¯a¯ij are antisymmetric under the exchange of i and j, while the Cijk are totally symmetric
in all indices. Note that the metric for the scalar operator indices is trivial: ηij = δij .
The OPEs of currents Ja and J¯ a¯ with perturbing operators φi in the unperturbed
theory have the form
Ja(za)φi(zi) =
1
(zai)2
Bai
b¯J¯b¯(z¯i) +
i
(zai)
Aai
jφj(zi) +
i
(zai)
Aai
j˜χj˜(zi) + r.p. (4.6a)
J¯a¯(z¯a)φi(zi) =
1
(z¯ai)2
B¯a¯i
bJb(zi) +
i
(z¯ai)
A¯a¯i
jφj(zi) +
i
(z¯ai)
A¯a¯i
j˜χj˜(zi) + r.p. . (4.6b)
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Here, the operators χj˜ together with the perturbing operators φi are assumed to form a
complete orthonormal basis for the space of dimension 2 spin zero operators. For later
convenience, we introduce the notation
{ΦI} = {φi} ∪ {χj˜} (4.7)
for the full basis of dimension 2 spin 0 operators. The OPEs (4.5) and (4.6) are then
extended to include operators χj˜ with the OPE coefficients denoted the same way but with
the tilted indices.
Since the leading order β-functions of the perturbed theory are proportional to the
OPE coefficients,
βi = piCijkλ
jλk +O (λ3) ,
renormalizability of the perturbed theory demands OPE closure of the set of perturbing
fields φi:
Ci˜jk = 0 ∀ i˜, j, k . (4.8)
The OPE coefficients in (4.5) and (4.6) satisfy some identities stemming from the Ward
identities for correlators. We denote the charges corresponding to the currents Ja and J¯b¯ as
Qa =
1
2pii
∮
dx Ja(x) , Q¯b¯ = −
1
2pii
∮
dx¯ J¯b¯(x¯) . (4.9)
The action of the charges Qa on a local operator ΦI reads
QaΦI(y) =
1
2pii
∮
Cy
dx Ja(x)ΦI(y) = iA
J
aIΦJ(y) , (4.10)
and analogously
Q¯b¯ΦI(y) = iA¯
J
b¯IΦJ(y) . (4.11)
The Ward identities for the n-point functions of operators ΦI read
Qa(〈ΦI1(z1) . . .ΦIn(zn)〉0) =
n∑
`=1
iAaI`
R〈ΦI1(z1) . . .ΦR(z`) . . .ΦIn(zn)〉0 = 0 . (4.12)
Specializing this identity to 3-point functions we obtain a relation
AaI
RCRJK +AaJ
RCRKI +AaK
RCRIJ = 0 , (4.13)
which means that the structure constants CIJK form an invariant tensor under the sym-
metry algebra. Since the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic current algebras commute, so
do the corresponding charges, hence we have
AaI
RA¯b¯RJ = AaJ
RA¯b¯RI . (4.14)
A relation of a different kind is obtained by calculating
〈JaJ¯b¯(∞)ΦI(x)ΦJ(y)〉0 = −
AaI
RA¯b¯RJ
|x− y|2 =
CIJ
RB¯c
b¯R
ηac
|x− y|2 (4.15)
where the first equality is obtained by using a Ward identity, while the second equality is
obtained by taking the OPE of ΦI with ΦJ . Thus we have an identity
AaI
RA¯b¯RJ = AaJ
RA¯b¯RI = −CIJRBaRb¯ = −CIJRB¯b¯Ra . (4.16)
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4.1.2 Anomaly terms for conserved currents
Here we explore the anomaly terms in (3.3) at the fixed point. In this case we have
conserved currents and equations (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) read
−〈∂µJµa (x)Jνb (y)φi(z)〉c = rcai∂µδ(x− z)〈Jµc (x)Jνb (y)〉+ kaib∂νδ(x− z)δ(x− y)
+∂ikabδ(x− z)∂νδ(x− y) , (4.17)
〈∂µJµa (x)φi(y)φj(z)〉c = ∂irkaδ(x− y)〈φk(x)φj(z)〉c + ∂jrkaδ(x− z)〈φi(y)φk(z)〉c
−∆δ(x− y)δ(x− z)∂jkai −∆δ(x− z)δ(x− y)∂ikaj
−kaij∂µδ(x− y)∂µδ(x− z) , (4.18)
−〈∂αJαa (x)Jµb (y)Jνc (z)〉c = Γdbaδ(x− y)〈Jµd (x)Jνc (z)〉+ Γdcaδ(x− z)〈Jµb (y)Jνd (z)〉+
δ(x− y)δ(x− z)gµνkabc . (4.19)
Here, we did set ria|λi=0 = 0 but we kept ∂irja = ∂irja|λi=0 which give the charge matrices
of the fields φi. As we are considering here a current algebra in conformal field theory, it
is convenient to use complex coordinates. The currents Jµa are then replaced by the (1, 0)
and (0, 1) conformal fields Ja(z) and J¯b¯(z¯). We thus switch to using the homomorphic and
antiholomorphic labels a, b¯.
The contact terms in (4.17)–(4.19) depend on the regularization scheme chosen. If
the left and right current algebras are isomorphic, one can choose a gauge invariant reg-
ularization. More generally, any local prescription of contact terms can be chosen. Thus
the coefficients of the double contact terms in (4.17)–(4.19), ∂ir
j
a, rcai and Γ
c
ab, can be ob-
tained (prescribed) by taking distributional derivatives of the OPE’s (4.3) and (4.6a). For
example, using
∂z¯
1
z − w = piδ(z − w)
and differentiating
Ja(z)φi(w, w¯) ∼ 1
(z − w)2Bai
b¯J¯b¯(w¯) + . . . ,
we obtain
∂z¯Ja(z)φi(w, w¯) ∼ −2pi∂zδ(z − w)Baib¯J¯ b¯(w¯) + . . . ,
hence in this prescription we have
rai
b¯ = piBai
b¯ , rb¯i
a = piBb¯i
a , rai
b = ra¯i
b¯ = 0 . (4.20)
Similarly, we find
∂ira
k = ipiAai
k , ∂irb¯
k = ipiAb¯i
k , (4.21)
κab = piηab = pikLδab , κa¯b¯ = piη¯a¯b¯ = pikRδa¯b¯ , κab¯ = κb¯a = 0 , (4.22)
Γab
c = ipifab
c , Γa¯b¯
c¯ = ipifa¯b¯
c¯ , (4.23)
and all components of Γ which contain both holomorphic and antiholomorphic indices
vanish.
We also note that the coefficients ka in (3.3) give background charges (mixed
anomalies).
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(a) Integration regions (b) Details
Figure 1. The integration regions UI (blue), UII (green) and UIII (red). See appendix A.2.2 for
the precise formulae defining the regions.
4.2 Away from the fixed point
4.2.1 Beta functions
The perturbative beta functions for the couplings λi in (4.1) have the form
βi(λ) =
∑
`>1
βi(`)(λ) , β
i
(`)(λ) = β
i
j1...j`
λj1 . . . λj` (4.24)
where the leading terms are well known:
βijk = piCjk
i . (4.25)
These terms are scheme independent. To calculate the two loop contributions βi(3), we will
follow the method of [33] which is reviewed in appendix A. The approach of [33] uses a sharp
position space cutoff (point splitting) and gives a recursion formula for calculating the beta
function coefficients. We specialize this method to the case of perturbing operators having
dimension 2. This allows one to use conformal invariance to obtain an especially compact
formula for the two loop coefficients as a single integral of four-point functions over the
conformal cross-ratio. We also pay particular attention to regularization in this integral,
which is subtle due to the conditionally convergent terms coming from the currents Ja, J¯b¯.
Relegating all details to appendix A.2, here we state the result
βijk` =
pi
3!
lim

L
→0
{
2
∫
UI∪UII∪UIII
d2η 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φk(1)φ`(η)〉0;c
− 2pi ln(L/)
( ∑
perm(j,k,`)
Cij
mCmk`
)}
(4.26)
where the symbol
∑
perm(j,k,`) stands for the sum over all permutations of the index set
{j, k, `}. The regions of integration UI , UII , UIII are as depicted in figure 1 below.
The white regions around η = 0 and η = 1 that are zoomed in in part (b) of the picture
look like deformed circles of the size of the order /L. More precisely, they are constructed
out of two arcs of slightly offset circles, see formulas (A.18) and (A.19) in appendix A.2.2.
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These regions are cut out around the singularities of the four-point function. Analogously,
the boundary of the blue region is given by arcs of slightly offset circles with radii of the
order L/ and provides an infrared regulator near η =∞. Fields of nonzero spin present in
the OPEs of operators φi, including dimension 1 currents, may result in singularities which
render the integral to be only conditionally convergent around η = 0, 1 and ∞. Therefore
even though in the limit /L→ 0 the cut off regions look approximately like small (large at
infinity) circles, the precise shape may be important in dealing with these singularities. We
will argue shortly that this is not the case and for practical purposes one can use the circular
regularization around η = 0, 1 and ∞. The precise cutoff shapes however are instrumental
in establishing the general properties of the coefficients βijk`. The three regions UI , UII ,
UIII as well as the cut off regions (unlike circles centered at the singularities) have the
special property that they are mapped to each other by global conformal transformations
permuting η = 0, 1 and ∞. Combining these mappings applied to the four point functions
with an appropriate change of the integration variable, we can rewrite formula (4.26) in
terms of an integral over just one out of the three regions,
βijk` =
pi
3!
lim

L
→0
{∫
UI
d2η
∑
perm(j,k,`)
〈φi(∞)φj(0)φk(1)φ`(η)〉0;c
− 2pi ln(L/)
( ∑
perm(j,k,`)
Cij
mCmk`
)}
. (4.27)
The last equation proves efficient in explicit calculations since the integration region
UI is comparatively easy to parameterize and one can use Stokes theorem to calculate
the integral.
The resulting two loop coefficients βijk` are totally symmetric under the exchange of all
four indices. While the symmetry under the permutation of the indices j, k and ` is manifest
in (4.27), there exist combinations of global conformal and coordinate transformations
(cf. appendix A.2.3) that permute the insertion point of φr(∞) with any of the other
insertion points 0, 1 and η.
Using the permutation symmetry we can argue for an alternative form of the regu-
larization prescription — cutting out circles around the singularities. The regions cut out
around η = 0, 1 differ from round circles of radius /L by regions whose area is of the order
of (/L)3, so that the only conditionally convergent singularities which are sensitive to the
difference are those that come from dimension one currents. The OPE coefficients for those
fields are antisymmetric and thus drop out from the gradient formula. At large values of
η the leading asymptotics of the order 1/η, 1/η¯ comes again from dimension one currents.
Only these terms are sensitive to the details of the infrared cutoff, but they also drop out
under symmetrization. Thus we can substitute the infrared regulator by a round circle of
radius L/ centered at the origin. This gives us the following alternative representation
βijk` =
pi
4!
lim
→0
∑
perm(i,j,k,`)
{
1
3
∫
R2
d2η θ(η)〈φi(∞)φj(0)φk(1)φ`(η)〉0;c
+ (Cij
mCmk`) 2pi ln
}
(4.28)
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where
θ(η) = θ(|η| − )θ(|1− η| − )θ(1− |η − 1/2|/) . (4.29)
Formula (4.26), or its other representations (4.27), (4.28), give the two loop beta
functions in the sharp cutoff followed by the minimal subtraction scheme. Any other
renormalization scheme will result in a coupling constants redefinition. Under a redefinition
of the form
λ` 7→ λ˜` = λ` +
∑
i,j
c`ijλ
iλj +
∑
i,j,k
f `ijkλ
iλjλk +O (λ4) , (4.30)
where w.l.o.g. the coefficient tensors c`ij and f
`
ijk are symmetric under the exchange of lower
indices, the beta function transforms according to
β˜` =
∑
i,j
β`ij λ˜
iλ˜j +
∑
i,j,k
β`ijkλ˜
iλ˜j λ˜k
+
1
3
∑
i,j,k
λ˜iλ˜j λ˜k
∑
perm(i,j,k)
(
c`miβ
m
jk − cmijβ`mk
)
+O (λ4) . (4.31)
We see that while the leading order coefficients are universal, the next-to-leading order
coefficients generically get modified. However, it follows from (4.31) that if we have two
schemes such that in each one the coefficients β`ijk are symmetric in all four indices,
6 then
these coefficients are the same. In other words, we have a class of renormalization schemes
within which the next-to-leading order coefficients are universal.
4.2.2 Redundant operators and redundancy vector fields
Since the operators φi that appear in (4.1) are in general charged under the current algebra,
we expect broken symmetries in the deformed theory. The corresponding currents are no
longer conserved and we get a number of redundant operators. Recalling that the operators
ΦI introduced in (4.7) by assumption form a complete basis of spin 0 dimension 2 operators,
we have
(∂¯Ja)λ(x) = ra
I(λ)ΦI(x) , (∂J¯a¯)λ(x) = r¯a¯
I(λ)ΦI(x) . (4.32)
The coefficients ra
I(λ), r¯a¯
I(λ) can be expanded as
ra
I(λ) =
∞∑
`=1
r
(`)
ai1...i`
Iλi1 . . . λi` , r¯a¯
I(λ) =
∞∑
`=1
r¯
(`)
a¯i1...i`
Iλi1 . . . λi` .
In this section we will calculate the coefficients r(1), r¯(1), r(2) and r¯(2) in terms of the OPE
coefficients of the fixed point theory. The redundancy equations (4.32) hold up to contact
terms, which at the leading order were calculated in section 4.1.2.
The coefficients in expansion (4.32) can be computed from perturbed correlation func-
tions using
〈(∂¯Ja)(x)ΦI(y)〉λ = raJ(λ)〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)〉λ
〈(∂J¯a¯)(x)ΦI(y)〉λ = r¯a¯J(λ)〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)〉λ .
(4.33)
6Recall that we normalize the fields φi so that the natural metric at fixed point is trivial and we can
raise and lower indices trivially.
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Differentiating both sides of equations (4.33) at λi = 0 and using the action principle7 (2.4),
we obtain the following equations for the leading and next-to-leading order coefficients r(l):
∂¯x¯
∫
d2z〈Ja(x)ΦI(y)φi(z)〉0 = r(1)ai J〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)〉0 ,
1
2!
∂¯x¯
∫
dz1
∫
dz2〈Ja(x)ΦI(y)φi(z1)φj(z2)〉0 = r(1)ai J
∫
dz〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)φj(z)〉0
+r
(1)
aj
J
∫
dz〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)φi(z)〉0 + r(2)aijJ〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)〉0 .
Since
〈ΦI(x)ΦJ(y)〉0 = δIJ|x− y|4 ,
we obtain
r
(1)
ai
I = |x− y|4
{
∂¯x¯
∫
d2z〈Ja(x)ΦI(y)φi(z)〉0
}
, (4.34)
r
(2)
aij
I = |x− y|4
{
1
2!
∂¯x¯
∫
dz1
∫
dz2〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)φi(z1)φj(z2)〉0 − r(1)aj J
∫
dz〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)φi(z)〉0
−r(1)ai J
∫
dz〈ΦJ(x)ΦI(y)φj(z)〉0
}
. (4.35)
Similar expressions are also obtained for r¯a¯
I(λ). Relegating the details to appendix B,
after taking the integrals we arrive at the expressions
ra
I(λ) = ipiλiAai
I − ipi2Ba¯aiA¯a¯jIλiλj +O
(
λ3
)
,
r¯a¯
I(λ) = ipiλiA¯a¯i
I − ipi2B¯aa¯iAajIλiλj +O
(
λ3
)
.
(4.36)
Formulas (4.36) apply to all broken symmetry currents. For the purposes of reducing
the number of couplings we need to identify those linear combinations of operators φi
present in our perturbation that are total derivatives. To identify all such total derivatives
we would like to find a basis of linear combinations of currents
Kα = κα
a(λ)Ja , K¯α = κα
a¯(λ)J¯a¯ , (4.37)
which may now contain both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components, such that
stronger equations than (4.32) are satisfied:
(∂¯Kα)λ(x) + (∂K¯α)λ(x) = rα
i(λ)φi(x) . (4.38)
Such combinations give redundant operators and identify redundant combinations of cou-
plings. Associated to such combinations are redundancy vector fields
Rˆα = rα
i(λ)
∂
∂λi
.
7This method is quite similar to the method of [34] for calculation of deformed OPE coefficients.
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The coefficients κaα(λ), κ
b¯
α(λ)”) in (4.37) can be analyzed perturbatively. Using (4.36)
we find that at the leading order O(λ0) the coefficients κ(0)α a = καa(0), κ(0)α a¯ = καa¯(0)
must satisfy
κ(0)α
aAai
j˜ + κ(0)α
a¯A¯a¯i
j˜ = 0 ∀i, j˜ . (4.39)
Let us assume that κ
(0)
α
a, κ
(0)
b¯
a form a complete orthonormal basis for the solutions of this
equation (labelled by the index α), normalized so that
κ(0)α
aκ
(0)
β
bηab = δαβ , κ
(0)
α
a¯κ
(0)
β
b¯ηa¯b¯ = δαβ . (4.40)
The leading order redundancy vector fields have the form
Rˆ(0)α = pi (Qα)r
iλr∂i , (Qα)i
j = i
(
κ(0)α
aAai
j + κ(0)α
a¯A¯a¯i
j
)
(4.41)
where (Qα)i
j are the charge matrices for the currents (Kα, K¯α). The vector fields Rˆ
(0)
α
satisfy the commutation relations of a Lie algebra
[Rˆ(0)α , Rˆ
(0)
β ] = ifαβ
γRˆ(0)γ (4.42)
where
fαβγ = piκ
(0)a
α κ
(0)b
β κ
(0)c
γ fab
dηcd = piκ
(0)a¯
α κ
(0)b¯
β κ
(0)c¯
γ f¯a¯b¯
d¯ηc¯d¯ . (4.43)
At next-to-leading order in λ’s we have
κα
a = κ(0)aα + κ
(1)a
αi λ
i + . . . , κα
a¯ = κ(0)a¯α + κ
(1)a¯
αi λ
i + . . . (4.44)
Substituting (4.36) and (4.37) into (4.38) we obtain
κ(1)aαr Aas
j˜ − piκ(0)aα Bara¯A¯a¯sj˜ + κ(1)a¯αr A¯a¯sj˜ − piκ(0)a¯α B¯a¯raAasj˜ = 0 ∀j˜, r, s . (4.45)
Since we assume the leading order coefficients κ
(0)
α
a and κ
(0)
α
a¯ to form a complete basis of
all solutions to (4.39), a solution to (4.45) exists and must satisfy{
κ
(1)a
αr Aas
j˜ + piκ
(0)a¯
α B¯a¯r
aAas
j˜ = ηαr
βκ
(0)a
β Aas
j˜
κ
(1)a¯
αr A¯a¯s
j˜ + piκ
(0)a
α Bar
a¯A¯a¯s
j˜ = ηαr
βκ
(0)a¯
β A¯a¯s
j˜
(4.46)
for some coefficients ηαr
β. Since the OPE coefficients Aa and A¯a¯ are linearly independent
with respect to the indices a and a¯, respectively, we thus obtain the relations
κ(1)aαr = ηαr
βκ
(0)a
β − piκ(0)a¯α B¯a¯ra
κ(1)a¯αr = ηαr
βκ
(0)a¯
β − piκ(0)aα Bara¯ .
(4.47)
Therefore
riα = pi(Qα)r
iλr + piλrηαr
βλs(Qβ)s
i +O(λ3) . (4.48)
The corresponding redundancy vector field that contains the leading and the next-to-
leading order terms is
Rˆ(1)α = pi(δα
β + λrηαr
β)λs (Qβ)s
i∂i = (δα
β + λrηαr
β)Rˆ
(0)
β . (4.49)
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This formula means that the Rˆ
(1)
α are linear combinations of the Lie algebra vector fields
Rˆ
(0)
α . This implies that the Rˆ
(1)
α satisfy the Frobenius integrability condition (the commu-
tators close on linear combinations). Moreover, we can change the basis of redundancy
vector fields to
R̂α = (δβα − λrηαrβ)Rˆβ , (4.50)
so that [
R̂α, R̂β
]
= ifαβ
γR̂γ +O
(
λ3
)
. (4.51)
This means that in the special basis (4.50) the deformed redundancy vector fields still form
a subalgebra of the fixed point Lie algebra up to the next-to-leading order in perturbation
theory, which we call the redundancy subalgebra. In this basis, the connection coefficients
Γjiα defined in (3.10) take an especially simple form
Γ˜jiα = −pi(Qα)ij +O(λ2) (4.52)
which means (see (3.9)) that, to this order, when moving along the redundant directions
the operators φi are rotated by the corresponding fixed point Lie algebra action.
4.2.3 Redundancy and the beta function
In section 3 we derived a general relationship for the commutator of the redundancy vector
fields and the beta function,
[βˆ, Rˆa] = −βjrajbRˆb . (4.53)
Here the redundancy vector fields Rˆa act on the enlarged space of couplings for all scalar
dimension 2 operators. This relationship can be checked to hold through the quartic order
in the couplings using formulas (4.20), (4.36), (4.25), (4.26) and the Ward identities at the
fixed point.
We would also like to check whether this general relation can be specialized to the case
of the redundancy vector fields R̂α acting on the space of flowing couplings. We find the
following relation:
[β̂, R̂α] = −βjηαjβR̂β +O(λ4) . (4.54)
At the leading order, we calculate the commutator on the left hand side of (4.53) to be
[β̂, R̂α] =
[
pi (Qα)i
jλi∂j , piCrs
tλrλs∂t
]
+O (λ3)
= pi2λrλs
(
(Qα)r
iCis
t + (Qα)s
iCir
t − Crsi (Qα)i t
)
+O (λ3) = 0 ,
which vanishes by virtue of (4.56).
At next-to-leading order, denoting by R̂
(`)
α and β̂(`) the terms in the vector fields at a
given order in λ’s, we have two contributions to the commutator:
[β̂, R̂α]
(3) = [β̂(3), R̂(1)α ] + [β̂
(2), R̂(2)α ] . (4.55)
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Recalling from (4.26) that the two loop coefficients βirst of the β function are defined in terms
of (the regular part of) an integral over a 4-point function of φ’s, and since the commutator
with R̂
(1)
α is proportional to the action of the linear combinations of chiral currents
Kα = κ
(0)
α
aJa , K¯α = κ
(0)
α
a¯J¯a¯
on this 4-point function, the contribution [β̂(3), R̂
(1)
α ] to the commutator vanishes due to
the Ward identity for the 4-point functions:
Qα(〈φi(z1)φj(z2)φk(z3)φl(z4)〉0;c) = 0 . (4.56)
The other contribution to the commutator — [β̂(2), R̂
(2)
α ] — yields the right hand side
of (4.53) (again making use of equations of type (4.56)):
[β̂(2), R̂(2)α ] = pi
2λrλsλt
(
ηαr
β (Qβ)s
i
(
Cit
j + Cti
j
)− Crsi (ηαiβ (Qβ)t j + ηαtβ (Qβ)i j))∂j
= −pi2λrλsλtCrsiηαtβ (Qβ)i j∂j = −βiηαiβR̂β +O
(
λ4
)
.
We have thus verified that up to two loop order the commutator of the beta function
vector field with the redundancy vector fields closes on the redundancy vector fields. The
coefficients raj
b defined in (3.4) transform under a change of basis of the vector fields
Jµa (x) 7→ Kµa (x) = M ba(λ)Jµb (x) (4.57)
as
raj
b 7→ r˜ajb = M ca rcjd(M−1)bd + (∂jMda )(M−1)bd . (4.58)
Comparing this with formulas (4.46) and taking into account (4.20), we find that the co-
efficients ηαr
β coincide with the corresponding redundancy anomaly coefficients calculated
in the basis introduced in equation (4.37).
Note that one cannot argue on general grounds that a relation of the type (4.54) must
hold to all orders in perturbation theory. Taking a commutator with the beta function
could produce new redundancy vector fields which are not expressed as linear combinations
of perturbing fields. To analyze such situations it seems appropriate to add couplings
corresponding to the extra redundant fields to have a set closed under the action of the
beta function. At the first two orders in perturbation theory, we took advantage of the fact
that some (or all) connection coefficients rαi
β can be made to vanish at the origin λ = 0
by a choice of basis for our vector fields.
4.2.4 Θ and redundancy
Up to contact terms, the trace of the stress-energy tensor is given by
Θ(x) = βi(λ)φi(x) .
Given that some combinations of φi’s are redundant, we may ask whether the trace Θ
contains any of these total derivatives. In other words, we want to see if there are beta
functions for the redundant directions. Direct calculations show that
〈Θ(x)∂¯Ja(y)〉λ = O
(
λ5
)
, 〈Θ(x)∂J¯b¯(y)〉λ = O
(
λ5
)
. (4.59)
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We will explain how this result is obtained for the correlator involving Ja currents as
the calculations for the one involving J¯b¯ go in parallel. Expanding the expression〈
Θ(x)∂¯Ja(y)
〉
λ
= βi(λ)ra
J(λ) 〈φi(x)ΦJ(y)〉λ (4.60)
at finite separation |x− y| > 0, we obtain at the leading order〈
Θ(x)∂¯Ja(y)
〉(3)
= piλrλsλtCrs
iAat
j δij
|x− y|4 = 0
by virtue of equation (4.13) and
Cijk˜ = 0 , ∀ i, j, k˜ . (4.61)
At next-to-leading order in λ’s, we have three contributions to the correlator:〈
Θ(x)∂¯Ja(y)
〉(4)
= β(2)ir(2)ja 〈φi(x)φj(y)〉0 + β(3)ir(1)ja 〈φi(x)φj(y)〉0
+ β(2)ir(1)ja 〈φi(x)φj(y)〉(1)
=
δij
|x− y|4
(
β(2)ir(2)ja + β
(3)ir(1)ja
)
+ β(2)ir(1)ja 〈φi(x)φj(y)〉(1) .
Here the indices in round brackets for all quantities stand for the perturbative contributions
of the corresponding order. The term proportional to
β(3)ir(1)ja δij = i
∑
j
βjk,l,mAan
jλkλlλmλn (4.62)
vanishes due to Ward identities for the 4-point functions. More precisely, denote
GIJKL = 〈φI(∞)φJ(0)φK(1)φL(η)〉0;c . (4.63)
Consider a Ward identity generated by Ja:
Aai
RGRjkl +Aaj
RGiRkl +Aak
RGijRl +Aal
RGijkR = 0 . (4.64)
Symmetrizing this identity over the four indices i, j, k, l we obtain∑
perm(i,j,k,l)
[
Aai
RGRjkl +Aaj
RGRikl +Aak
RGRijl +Aal
RGRijk
]
= 0 . (4.65)
Since the beta function coefficients βijkl given by (4.26) are totally symmetric in all four
indices, taking into account (4.61) and integrating (4.65) over η we obtain∑
perm(i,j,k,l)
∑
R
[
Aai
RβRjkl +Aaj
RβRikl +Aak
RβRijl +Aal
RβRijk
]
= 0 . (4.66)
Since by assumption of two loop renormalizability β r˜ijk = 0, equation (4.66) reduces to∑
perm(i,j,k,l)
∑
m
[
Aai
mβmjkl +Aaj
mβmikl +Aak
mβmijl +Aal
mβmijk
]
= 0 . (4.67)
Comparing this to the right hand side of (4.62) we conclude that β(3)ir
(1)j
a δij = 0.
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Furthermore, from (4.13) and (4.61) we find
β(2)ir
(2)
ai =
∑
i
piλpλqλrλsCpq
irar
b¯Ab¯s
i = 0 . (4.68)
For the remaining contribution on the right hand side of (6), we need the correction to the
metric, which is proportional to the OPE coefficients C (see section 4.2.5 for the details)
〈φi(x)φj(y)〉(1) ∝ Cijkλk (4.69)
and hence again drops out by (4.13) and (4.61). This concludes the proof of (4.59).
4.2.5 Currents Ji and corrections to the Zamolodchikov metric
The renormalization anomaly (2.7) contains terms ∂µλ
iJµi where the currents Ji are ex-
panded in a basis Jµa as J
µ
i = v
a
i J
µ
a . Using the basis associated with holomorphic and
antiholomorphic currents at the fixed point we have coefficients vai and v
b¯
i . At leading
order these coefficients were calculated in appendix A of [35]:
Ji(z, z¯) ≡ via(λ)Ja(z) = ipiAaijλjJa(z) +O
(
λ2
)
J¯i(z, z¯) ≡ v¯ia¯(λ)J¯a¯(z) = ipiA¯a¯ijλj J¯a¯(z¯) +O
(
λ2
)
.
(4.70)
This result follows from the term in the deformed OPE
T¯ (x¯)φi(y) =
ipiAaijλ
jJa(y)
(x¯− y¯)3 + . . . (4.71)
and a similar cubic term in the T (x)φi(y) OPE.
It follows from (4.70) and (4.13) that the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions
βiJµi = 0 (4.72)
are satisfied at the leading order in perturbation.
Combining (4.70) with (4.36) we obtain
∂µJ
µ
i (x) =
(
vi
a(λ)rIa(λ) + v¯i
a¯(λ)r¯a¯
I(λ)
)
ΦI(x)
= −pi2λrλs (AairAasI + A¯ira¯A¯a¯sI)ΦI(x) +O (λ3) . (4.73)
Earlier we defined a set of currents
Kα = κ
(0)a
α Ja , K¯α = κ
(0)a¯
α J¯a¯ , (4.74)
which together with an auxiliary set of currents
Kα˜ = κ
(0)a
α˜ Ja , K¯α˜ = κ
(0)a¯
α˜ J¯a¯ (4.75)
form a complete alternative basis. Using this basis we can rewrite formula (4.73) as
∂µJ
µ
i (x) = pi
2λrλs
(
(Qα)ir(Qα)s
jφj(x) + (Q
α˜)ir(Qα˜)s
IΦI(x)
)
+O (λ3) . (4.76)
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We see from this formula that if for some i, r, s, j˜
(Qα˜)ir(Qα˜)s
j˜ + (Qα˜)is(Qα˜)r
j˜ 6= 0 (4.77)
scale transformations will admix to fields φi new redundant fields for which there were no
couplings. It is easy to engineer current-current perturbations of WZW theories for which
this is the case at the leading order. However we could not find such example which would
be also closed under the beta function at two loops, that is to say in the examples we tried
at two loops one would need to include counter terms for new fields and to introduce more
flowing couplings. But in general this remains a possibility. If this happens, it would be
natural in our opinion to enlarge the space of couplings to include all redundant operators
which appear in the Callan-Symanzik equations.
The correction to Zamolodchikov metric ∆gij is defined in equation (2.18). It is con-
structed by integrating correlation functions
〈φi(x)∂µJµj (0)〉 . (4.78)
The tensor ∆gij is defined up to symmetric matrices orthogonal to the beta function. The
contraction of ∆gij with the beta function which enters the gradient formula is free from
such ambiguities. When strict power counting applies, due to equation (2.13) we have
∆gijβ
j = lim
L→∞
3pi
∫
|x|<L
d2xx2θ(Λ|x| − 1) 〈 ∂µJµi (x)Θ(0) 〉c . (4.79)
Using (4.73) and (4.59) we conclude that
∆gijβ
j = O(λ6) . (4.80)
Next we discuss the first perturbative correction to the fixed point Zamolodchikov
metric. The metric is defined as
gij(λ) =
6pi2
Λ4
〈φi(x)φj(y)〉λ
∣∣∣∣
Λ|x−y|=1
where Λ is some arbitrary, but fixed scale. At the fixed point gij = g
(0)
ij = 6pi
2δij . Using
the point splitting cutoff and minimal subtraction we obtain the first correction
g
(1)
ij = −24pi3 ln
(
Λ
µ
)∑
k
Cijkλ
k . (4.81)
where µ is the subtraction scale. Zamolodchikov’s choice [1] is Λ = µ which results in no first
order correction (the minimal subtraction scheme gives coordinates in which the Christoffel
symbols vanish at λi = 0). More generally ζ = Λ/µ is some arbitrary dimensionless
parameter which we consider to be fixed.8
8The reader should not be worried about an apparent loss of positivity in the sum g
(0)
ij + g
(1)
ij as the
leading logarithms sum up to power corrections corresponding to the anomalous dimensions of φi’s.
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4.3 The gradient formula
We have discussed all quantities that enter the gradient formula (2.14) except for the c-
function and the Osborn antisymmetric tensor bij defined in (2.17). At a fixed point the
one-form wi can be read off the contact term
〈φi(x)Θ(y)〉c = 1
12pi
wi∂µ∂
µδ(x− y) . (4.82)
The same contact term can be obtained from the one-point function of φi on R2 with
nontrivial metric. We have
〈φi(x)〉 = − wi
24pi
µ2R2(x) + nonlocal terms .
This implies that wi is exact and thus at the fixed point bij = 0. The first correction to wi
comes from the leading order beta function and is thus of the form w
(2)
i ∼ Cijkλjλk which
is again a closed 1-form. We conclude that bij = O(λ2).
Since we showed that bij = O(λ2) and ∆gij = O(λ4), the gradient formula (2.14) has
the form
∂ic = −gijβj +O(λ4) . (4.83)
With the results for the beta function up to two loops and for the metric up to the leading
order corrections (4.81), we obtain the following expression for the c-function:
c = c0 + 2pi
3Crstλ
rλsλt + λrλsλtλu
(
3pi2
2
βrstu − 6pi4 ln(ζ)CrsmCmtu
)
(4.84)
where c0 is the central charge of the UV fixed point.
4.4 Anomalous dimensions of the currents
The general relation (3.18) in the basis corresponding to fixed point holomorphic and
antiholomorphic currents reads
γba = −riavbi + raibβi , γ b¯a¯ = −ria¯vb¯i + ra¯ib¯βi , (4.85)
γ b¯a = −riavb¯i + raib¯βi = 0 , γba¯ = −ria¯vbi + ra¯ibβi = 0 (4.86)
where the last two expressions vanish by Lorentz invariance. At the leading order in
perturbation substituting the results obtained in the previous subsections we obtain
γba = pi
2Aak
iAij
bλkλj +O(λ3) , γ b¯a¯ = pi2Aa¯kiAij b¯λkλj +O(λ3) , (4.87)
γ b¯a = pi
2Aak
iAij
b¯λkλj + pi2Bai
b¯Cikjλ
kλj = 0 ,
γba¯ = pi
2Aa¯k
iAij
bλkλj + pi2Ba¯i
bCikjλ
kλj = 0 . (4.88)
Formulas (4.87) can be obtained by an independent calculation done in [35] (see for-
mula (A.9) in that paper). The identities in (4.88) follow from (4.16).
Equation (3.18) can be also applied to the basis of currents Kµα , K
µ
α˜ defined in sec-
tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.5. We have
γα
β = −rαiviβ + ηαiββi . (4.89)
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and a similar expression for γβ˜α˜. Since the beta functions have no values in the redundant
directions, the anomalous dimensions (and mixing coefficients) of the redundant operators
are not given by derivatives of the beta function. Expression (4.89) shows that these mixing
coefficients (which are the same as γβα) are stored in the coefficients in the renormalization
and redundancy anomalies.
Using that ηα˜i
β = ηαi
β˜ = 0 at the leading order we also have
γβ˜α = −rαiviβ˜ +O(λ3) , γβα˜ = −rα˜iviβ +O(λ3) (4.90)
For the models we study in section 5, vi
β˜ = 0 and rα˜
i = 0 at the first two orders of
perturbation so that there are no mixed components for the matrix γ at least through the
order O(λ2).
4.5 Perturbations by relevant operators9
Although our main focus in this section are perturbations by marginally relevant operators,
we would like to discuss briefly perturbations by relevant operators that break symmetries
of the fixed point. We assume that the perturbing operators φi all have anomalous dimen-
sions i = 2 −∆i > 0 and that there are no resonances (for a discussion of resonances in
conformal perturbation theory see e.g. [33]). The perturbation theory for correlation func-
tions necessarily breaks down at some order due to the emergence of infrared divergences
that signal nonperturbative effects. However for small anomalous dimensions this hap-
pens at high orders. Calculations of the quantities that enter the gradient formula become
particularly simple as under these conditions there are no contact terms in the relevant
correlators by dimensional reasons. Also by dimensional reasons Jµi = 0 and rib
a = ra¯ib = 0
to all orders in perturbation. This simplifies drastically the picture of how the redundant
operators enter into the equations.
Let us first discuss the gradient formula. The beta functions are
βi = iλ
i . (4.91)
In the absence of resonances, in the minimal subtraction scheme formula (4.91) remains
exact to all orders in perturbation theory. The first correction to the Zamolodchikov metric
is obtained by integrating the 3-point function
〈φi(0)φj(x)〉(1) = µi+j+k〈φi(0)φj(x)
∫
d2yλkφk(y)〉 = Pijkµ
i+j+kλk
|x|∆i+∆j+∆k−2 (4.92)
where
Pijk = piCijk
Γ(∆k − 1)Γ
(
1 +
∆i−∆j−∆k
2
)
Γ
(
1 +
∆j−∆i−∆k
2
)
Γ
(
∆i+∆k−∆j
2
)
Γ
(
∆j+∆k−∆i
2
)
Γ(2−∆k)
. (4.93)
Setting for simplicity Λ = µ we obtain for the Zamolodchikov metric
gij = 6pi
2(δij + Pijkλ
k) +O(λ2) . (4.94)
9The results presented in this section grew out of discussions of AK with Daniel Friedan whose contri-
butions are gratefully acknowledged.
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For the Osborn 1-form we have
wi = 3pi
∫
dx2x2θ(1− |x|µ)
(
〈φi(x)φj(0)〉0 + 〈φi(x)φj(0)〉(1)
)
jλ
j +O(λ3)
= 3pi2λi + 6pi2
Pijkj
i + j + k
λjλk +O(λ3) , (4.95)
so that
bij =
6pi2
i + j + k
[Pijk(i − j) + k(Pkji − Pkij)]λk +O(λ2) . (4.96)
For the c-function using (3.26) and the absence of contact terms we obtain
c = c0 − wiiλi = c0 − 6pi2
∑
i
i(λ
i)2 − 3pi2 Pijkji
i + j + k
λiλjλk . (4.97)
It is a matter of some elementary algebra to check that
∂ic = −gijβj − bijβj (4.98)
holds through the order λ2. It was noted in [36] that at the second order in perturbation
the 1-form gijβ
j is not closed. This is taken care of by the Osborn b-field in (4.98).
Finally, let us discuss how the redundant operators enter into equations. The OPE of
the relevant fields φi with the conserved currents has the form
Ja(za)φi(zi) =
i
(zai)
Aai
jφj(zi) +
i
(zai)
Aai
j˜χj˜(zi) + r.p. (4.99)
and similarly for the antiholomorphic currents. We consider combinations of fundamental
currents (Kα, K¯α) whose charges close on the perturbing fields. The leading term in (4.48)
is universal so that we have at the leading order
∂¯Kα(x) + ∂K¯α(x) = pi(Qα)j
iλjφi(x) , (4.100)
but since we have only power divergences present in the minimal subtraction scheme we do
not expect any higher order corrections to (4.100). The redundancy vector fields are thus
Rˆα = pi(Qα)j
iλj∂i . (4.101)
The commutator with the beta function vector field is
[βˆ, Rˆα] = pi
∑
ij
(Qα)j
i(j − i)∂i = 0 (4.102)
which vanishes because Qα at the fixed point commutes with the dilatation operator so that
if (Qα)j
i 6= 0 then i = j . (4.103)
(This property also ensures that the tensor Pijk is invariant under the action of Qα’s.)
Since the redundancy anomaly coefficients rib
a vanish, equations (3.9), (3.10) imply
Lα〈φi1(x1) . . . φik(xk)〉 = 0 (4.104)
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where Lα stands for a Lie derivative with respect to Rˆα and the insertions are taken at
finite separation. This implies that
Lαgij = Lαbij = 0 (4.105)
which together with (3.22) and (3.27) means that every object in the gradient formula (4.98)
commutes with the action of the redundancy vector fields. To perform the reduction (at
a generic point in the foliation) we can locally split the coordinates into the coordinates
on the redundancy group (the redundant directions) and the coordinates invariant under
the group action (nonredundant directions). This needs to be done in a special way so
that the redundant directions completely drop out. The analysis in section 5.1.4 done for
marginal perturbations in the case when the redundancy group representation is polar can
be generalized to the relevant case. We are not going to present any details in this paper.
5 Current-current perturbations of WZW models
Let us consider a CFT with chiral symmetry algebra G ×G at levels kL and kR, perturbed
by current-current operators
δS =
∫
d2x λiφi(x) , φi(x) = d
aa¯
i JaJ¯a¯ . (5.1)
As usual, Ja and J¯a¯ denote the holomprhic and anti-holomorphic chiral symmetry currents
of the unperturbed theory with OPE’s
Ja(z)Jb(0) =
ηab
z2
+
ifab
cJc(0)
z
+ r.p.
J¯a¯(z¯)J¯b¯(0) =
ηa¯b¯
z¯2ab
+
if¯a¯b¯
c¯J¯c¯(0)
z¯
+ r.p. ,
(5.2)
with ηab = kLδab, ηa¯b¯ = kRδa¯b¯. The coefficient matrices d
aa¯
i are constrained by a number of
consistency conditions. Firstly, we choose the perturbing operators to form an orthonor-
mal set,
daa¯i d
bb¯
j ηabηa¯b¯ = δij . (5.3)
For convenience we also introduce operators χj˜ which are orthogonal to the perturbing
operators φi and which complete them to an orthonormal basis of all current-current op-
erators. For later convenience, let {ΦI} denote the full basis consisting of operators φi and
χj˜ . We write
ΦI(x) = d
aa¯
I JaJ¯a¯ .
Completeness implies the following relation:
daa¯I d
bb¯
J δ
IJ = ηabηa¯b¯ . (5.4)
The OPE of the current-current operators ΦI has the form
ΦI(x)ΦJ(y) =
δIJ
|x− y|4 +
iAcIJJc(y)
(x− y)(x¯− y¯)2 +
iA¯c¯IJ J¯c¯(y¯)
(x− y)2(x¯− y¯) +
CIJ
KΦK(y)
|x− y|2 (5.5)
+
iDabc¯IJ (JaJb)J¯c¯(y)
(x¯− y¯) +
CIJ
K(∂ΦK)(y)
2(x¯− y¯) +
iD¯ca¯b¯IJ (J¯a¯J¯b¯)Jc(y)
(x− y) +
CIJ
K(∂¯ΦK)(y)
2(x− y) + . . .
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where in the singular part we have only omitted spin 2 and spin 3 fields. In (5.5) we singled
out the spin 1 quasiprimary fields (JaJb)J¯c¯ and (J¯a¯J¯b¯)Jc where
(JaJb)(z) =:JaJb: (z)− i
2
fab
c(∂Jc)(z)
and similarly for the antiholomorphic currents.
Using the orthonormality and completeness conditions the OPE coefficients can be
expressed as
AcIJ = d
aa¯
I d
bb¯
J fab
cηa¯b¯ , A¯
c¯
IJ = d
aa¯
I d
bb¯
J ηabf¯a¯b¯
c¯ ,
CIJ
K = −δKLdaa¯I dbb¯J dcc¯L fabcf¯a¯b¯c¯ , (5.6)
Dabc¯IJ = d
aa¯
I d
bb¯
J f¯a¯b¯
c¯ , D¯ca¯b¯IJ = d
aa¯
I d
bb¯
J fab
c
where
fabc = fab
dηdc , f¯a¯b¯c¯ = f¯a¯b¯
d¯ηd¯c¯ . (5.7)
As usual the one loop renormalizability of the perturbed model requires the OPE closure
of the set of perturbing operators φi, whence
Cij
k˜ = 0 . (5.8)
We will also need the OPEs of the currents Ja and J¯a¯ with the operators ΦI :
Ja(x)ΦI(y) =
B¯ba¯IJb(y)
(x¯− y¯)2 +
iA¯a¯I
RφR(y)
(x¯− y¯) , (5.9)
with the OPE coefficients given by10
BaI
b¯ = dbb¯I ηab , B¯a¯I
b = dbb¯I ηa¯b¯
ACaB = d
bb¯
Bd
cc¯
Dfabcηb¯c¯δ
DC , A¯Ca¯B = d
bb¯
Bd
cc¯
D f¯a¯b¯c¯ηbcδ
DC .
(5.10)
Note the following relation between the tensors A and A¯ appearing in the OPEs (5.5)
and (5.9)
AaI
R = ηabA
b
ISδ
SR , A¯a¯I
R = ηa¯b¯A¯
b¯
ISδ
SR . (5.11)
Specializing the formulae for the beta function up to two loops presented in section 4.2.1 for
the general perturbation theory setup to the special case of current-current perturbations
leads to (see appendix A.3 for details of the derivation)
βi = piCijkλ
jλk + βijk`λ
jλkλ` +O (λ4)
βIjk` =
pi2
3!
δIMdaa¯Md
bb¯
j d
cc¯
k d
dd¯
`
(
Eabcd,a¯b¯c¯d¯ + E¯abcd,a¯b¯c¯d¯
)
Eabcd,a¯b¯c¯d¯ = (ηadηbc − ηacηbd) f¯a¯b¯r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯ + (ηabηcd − ηadηbc) f¯a¯c¯r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯
+ (ηacηbd − ηabηcd) f¯a¯d¯r¯f¯r¯b¯c¯
E¯abcd,a¯b¯c¯d¯ = fab
rfrcd (ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯ − ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯) + facrfrdb (ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯ − ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯)
+ fad
rfrbc (ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯ − ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯) .
(5.12)
10Here again we make use of the completeness property of the coefficients daa¯I .
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Upon closer inspection, we recognize the appearance of OPE coefficients of types D and
D¯ described in (5.5) and express the two loop beta function coefficients in a more com-
pact form
βIjk` =
pi2
3!
δIM
∑
pert(j,k,`)
[(
Drsr¯MjD
tus¯
k`
)
ηruηstηr¯s¯ +
(
D¯rr¯s¯MjD¯
st¯u¯
k`
)
ηrsηr¯u¯ηs¯t¯
]
. (5.13)
For the group SU(2) with kL = kR = k, the special relation
fab
rfrcd = −1
k
(ηadηbc − ηacηbd) (5.14)
allows us to express the two loop beta function solely in terms of the OPE coefficients Cink
βIjkl = −
kpi2
3
(CIrj Crkl + C
Ir
k Crlj + C
Ir
l Crjk) . (5.15)
Therefore, equation (4.84) for the c-function specializes to
C(λ) = c0 = 2pi
3Cijkλ
iλjλk − 3pi
4
2
λiλjλkλ` [k + 4 ln (ζ)]Cij
rCrk` +O
(
λ5
)
, (5.16)
where ζ is an arbitrary, but fixed parameter (which is conventionally chosen as ζ = Λ/µ,
for µ the subtraction scale and Λ an arbitrary length scale).
As with the leading order contribution, the RG closure at two loops imposes the
constraint
β i˜(3) = 0 ∀i˜ . (5.17)
In the SU(2) case any current-current perturbation which is one loop closed is automatically
two loop closed in view of formula (5.15).
A general formula for the beta function for anisotropic current-current interactions to
all orders (in some scheme) was proposed in [37]. It was shown however in [38] that the
conjectured general formula of [37] breaks down at four loops for all classical groups. Our
two loop result agrees with all known models, such as e.g. the isotropic Thirring and the
U(1) anisotropic Thirring models, studied in the literature.
The issues of symmetry breaking and restoration under the RG flows for current-
current perturbations were studied in [39, 40].
5.1 Explicit examples of current-current perturbations
In the following subsections, we will apply our formulae to a number of explicit current-
current models in order to illustrate the phenomenon of redundancy. All these models will
be based on a SU(2)k WZW model (kL = kR = k) for the unperturbed theory. For each
model, we will first compute the redundancy data as described in (4.36), i.e. the divergences
of the chiral symmetry currents of the unperturbed theory. We will then identify those
linear combinations of chiral currents
Kα = κα
a(λ)Ja , K¯α = κα
a¯(λ)J¯a¯ (5.18)
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that close on the perturbing fields, ∂µK
µ
α = riα(λ)φi, and which form the redundancy
subalgebra of the symmetry algebra of the fixed point theory. As described in equa-
tions (4.39)–(4.41), if we consider the set of dimension 2 spin zero operators ΦI as a vector
space, finding the Kα at leading order in λ’s amounts to constructing a representation Qα
of the redundancy subalgebra with the block matrix form
(
Qα
)
I
J = κ(0)α
a(λ)
(
Qa
)
I
J + κ(0)α
a¯(λ)
(
Q¯a
)
I
J =
((
Qα
)
i
j
(
0
)
i
j˜(
0
)
i˜
j
(
Qα
)
i˜
j˜
)
, (5.19)
i.e. a fully reducible representation. The three models we will present in this section
will realize at leading order fully reducible representations of the following redundancy
subalgebras11 of the unperturbed su(2)L ⊕ su(2)R chiral algebra:
su(2)L ⊂ su(2)L ⊕ su(2)R (“conformal SO(3)” model)
u(1) ⊂ su(2)L ⊕ su(2)R (“three-coupling U(1)” model)
su(2)diag ⊂ su(2)L ⊕ su(2)R (“six-coupling SO(3)” model) .
(5.20)
We will refer to these models as indicated. The group present in the name is the redundancy
group which up to the next-to-leading order is generated by the redundancy vector fields
Rˆα introduced in (4.50). Since the group is not changed from that identified at the leading
order in practice we can use the leading order redundancy vector fields (4.41).
5.1.1 The conformal SO(3) model
Consider a perturbation of SU(2)k WZW model by three operators
δS =
∫
d2x λiφi(x) , φi =
1
k
JiJ¯3 i ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (5.21)
The SU(2)L subgroup of the fixed point theory acts on the couplings λ
i as on a three-
vector thus forming the redundancy subgroup for this perturbation. Indeed our general
formulas (4.36) imply
∂¯J1 = ipi
(
λ2φ3 − λ3φ2
)
+O (λ3) ,
∂¯J2 = ipi
(
λ3φ1 − λ1φ3
)
+O (λ3) ,
∂¯J3 = ipi
(
λ1φ2 − λ2φ1
)
+O (λ3) ,
∂J¯1¯ = −ipi
(
λ1φ(12)⊥ + λ
2φ(22)⊥ + λ
3φ(32)⊥
)
+O (λ3) ,
∂J¯2¯ = ipi
(
λ1φ(11)⊥ + λ
2φ(21)⊥ + λ
3φ(31)⊥
)
+O (λ3) ,
∂J¯3¯ = 0 +O
(
λ3
)
(5.22)
where
φ(ij)⊥ =
1
k
JiJ¯j¯ i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , j ∈ {1, 2} (5.23)
11Redundancy subalgebras should not be confused with conserved symmetry subalgebras which might be
also present for the same perturbation.
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Figure 2. The orbits of the action of the redundancy vector fields R̂a are spheres around the origin.
are the complementary orthogonal operators. We see from these formulae that
Ka = Ja, K¯a = 0 , (a = 1, 2, 3) (5.24)
and the redundancy vector fields are just the rotation vector fields in the 3d space of
couplings
R̂(0)a = ipiεai
jλi∂j +O
(
λ3
)
. (5.25)
The redundancy group is thus SO(3). The orbits of the redundancy group are spheres
centered at the origin of the coupling space, see figure 2 below.
Our formula for the beta function (5.12) implies that it vanishes at least through the
two loop order. The general criterion of [41] applies in our situation and says that the
beta function vanishes to all orders. This is essentially due to the fact that the pertur-
bation theory integrals are those of the free compact boson theory perturbed by a radius
changing operator. It was shown in [14] how to define those integrals so that the theory
remains conformal.
We also see from (5.22) that the perturbed theory has two conserved currents:
JL = λ
1J1 + λ
2J2 + λ
3J3 , JR = J¯3¯ . (5.26)
The currents JL, JR remain holomorphic and anti-holomorphic respectively. This identifies
the U(1)L ×U(1)R symmetry currents in the deformed theory. For a particular point
λ1 = λ2 = 0 on the redundancy orbit, we are deforming by J3J¯3. As is well known,
the SU(2)1 theory is isomorphic to a free boson at the self dual radius. In this case, the
operator J3J¯3 is just the free boson radius changing operator. For k = 1 at the leading
order we have λ3 = R − 1R , where R is the free boson radius (see e.g. [35], appendix A
for details). The all orders relationship between R and λ3 depends on the details of the
subtraction scheme. In the scheme of [14] we have
λ3 =
R− 1R
R+ 1R
. (5.27)
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Evidently the T-duality transformation R 7→ 1R sends λ3 7→ −λ3. It is a well-known fact
that the T-duality transformation for a free boson viewed as a deformed SU(2)1 theory can
be understood as a discrete remnant of the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry at the self dual
radius (see e.g. [42]). In our case, when the redundant couplings are present, we can realize
the T-duality transformation as a continuous rotation in the space of couplings. In the
full space of λi couplings, T-duality just rotates any point on a sphere to its antipodal
point. In fact rather than choosing λ1 = λ2 = 0 to specify a point on the quotient space,
it is geometrically more natural to specify the nonredundant direction as a radial direction
in the λi-space:
r =
√
(λ1)2 + (λ2)2 + (λ3)2 . (5.28)
This variable is manifestly invariant under the redundancy group action including the T-
duality. The quotient space under the redundancy group is then isomorphic to a half-line.
While in the λi space, which includes redundant couplings, the geometry of the moduli
space is smooth, in the quotient space it has a boundary singularity. The origin of this
singularity is clear — it came from a fixed point of the redundancy group action. This
picture of the moduli space can be generalized to other exactly marginal deformations
of WZW theories. The connection between T-duality and current-current deformations
of WZW groups has been studied in [43], but to the best of our knowledge the role of
redundant directions in such deformations has not been systematically analyzed.
The RG anomaly currents are calculated using (4.70) to be
J(i) =
ipi
k
kijλ
jJk +O(λ2) , J¯(i) = O(λ2) . (5.29)
Here we put the indices of these currents in parentheses to distinguish them from the basis
of WZW currents. We observe that
λ1Jµ(1) + λ
2Jµ(2) + λ
3Jµ(3) = 0 (5.30)
(in the leading order) which means that no redundant operators admix to the invari-
ant operator
Φ =
1
r
(
λ1φ1 + λ
2φ2 + λ
3φ3
)
(5.31)
that couples to r defined in (5.28). The original perturbing operators φi contain some
redundant operators in them. As a result they have anomalous dimensions and mix
between themselves under the scale transformations. The anomalous dimension matrix
Γi
j (cf. (2.9)) is obtained by calculating the divergences of the RG anomaly currents
Γi
jφj = −∂µJµ(i) (5.32)
where
(Γi
j) =
pi
k
 (λ2)2 + (λ3)2 −λ1λ2 −λ1λ3−λ1λ2 (λ1)2 + (λ3)2 −λ2λ3
−λ1λ3 −λ2λ3 (λ1)2 + (λ2)2
 (5.33)
Evidently the invariant operator Φ does not have an anomalous dimension and does not
mix with other operators. This can be made manifest by using spherical polar coordinates.
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Using (4.89) we can also calculate the anomalous dimension matrices γa
b, γ¯a¯
b¯ for the
currents Ja and J¯a¯:
(
γa
b
)
=
pi2
k
−(λ2)2 − (λ3)2 λ1λ2 λ1λ3λ1λ2 −(λ1)2 − (λ3)2 λ2λ3
λ1λ3 λ2λ3 −(λ1)2 − (λ2)2

(
γa¯
b¯
)
= −pi
2
k
 (λ1)2 + (λ2)2 + (λ3)2 0 00 (λ1)2 + (λ2)2 + (λ3)2 0
0 0 0
 .
(5.34)
We see that the currents JL, JR do not develop any anomalous dimensions as expected.
5.1.2 The three-coupling U(1) model
We next consider a current-current deformation of SU(2)k which has a nontrivial RG flow.
The three perturbing operators are defined as
φ(13) =
1
k
√
2
(
J1J¯3¯ + J3J¯1¯
)
φ(22) =
1
k
J2J¯2¯
φ
(˜13)
=
1
k
√
2
(
J1J¯1¯ − J3J¯3¯
) (5.35)
with the corresponding coupling constants λ(13), λ(˜13), λ(22).
Using (4.36) we find that the only divergences that close on the set of perturbing
operators are
∂¯J2 = ipi
(
1− piλ(22)
)(
λ(13)φ
(˜13)
− λ(˜13)φ(13)
)
+O (λ3)
∂J¯2¯ = ipi
(
1− piλ(22)
)(
λ(13)φ
(˜13)
− λ(˜13)φ(13)
)
+O (λ3) . (5.36)
Hence we have a single redundancy vector field
R̂ = 2pii
(
1− piλ(22)
)(
λ(13)∂
(˜13)
− λ(˜13)∂(13)
)
+O (λ3)
generating a U(1) redundancy group. We also observe that the axial current (J2,−J¯2¯) is
conserved up to two loops (signaling a residual U(1) symmetry of the model). Noticing
that R̂ generates rotations in the λ(13)–λ(˜13) plane, we introduce cylindrical coordinates
as follows:
r =
√
λ(13)
2
+ λ(˜13)
2
, ϕ = arctan
(
λ(˜13)
λ(13)
)
, z = λ(22) . (5.37)
Then, the redundancy vector field reads
R̂ = 2pii(1− piz) ∂
∂ϕ
+O (λ3) , (5.38)
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Figure 3. The orbits of the action of the redundancy vector field R̂ ∝ ∂∂ϕ in coupling space are
cylinders around the z ≡ λ(22) axis.
The orbits of the redundancy group are cylinders stretched along the λ(22) axis, as illus-
trated in figure 3.
We compute the β-function and the c-function in the cylindrical coordinates up to
two loops
βr = pirk
(
2z − pi(r2 + 2z2))+O (λ4)
βϕ = 0 +O (λ4)
βz = pir
2
k (1− 2piz) +O
(
λ4
)
,
(5.39)
c(λ) = c0 +
6pi3
k
zr2 − 3pi
4
2k2
(k + 4 ln ζ) r2
(
r2 + 4z2
)
+O (λ5) (5.40)
where c0 is the central charge of the fixed point. We see that these quantities are manifestly
invariant under the action of R̂.
The coordinates r and z are invariant under the redundancy action and are thus quite
convenient for taking the quotient. The quotient theory contains only two couplings: r
and z with the beta functions (5.39). This two-coupling theory is a close relative of the
anisotropic U(1) Thirring model and the sausage model [44]. More precisely, if we take
instead of (5.35) the perturbing operators to be
ψ(13) =
1
k
√
2
(
J1J¯3¯ − J3J¯1¯
)
,
ψ(22) =
1
k
J2J¯2¯
ψ
(˜13)
=
1
k
√
2
(
J1J¯1¯ + J3J¯3¯
)
,
(5.41)
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then the diagonal current (J2, J¯2¯) is conserved, while the axial current (J2,−J¯2¯) generates
the redundancy. Introducing cylindrical coordinates as before (with λI coupling to ψI),
the beta functions are
βr = −pir
k
(
2z + pi(r2 + 2z2)
)
+O (λ4)
βϕ = 0 +O (λ4)
βz = −pir
2
k
(1 + 2piz) +O (λ4) ,
(5.42)
and give a Kosterlitz-Thouless type flow.
The c-function reads
c(λ) = c0 − 6pi
3
k
zr2 − 3pi
4
2k2
(k + 4 ln ζ)r2
(
r2 + 4z2
)
+O (λ5) . (5.43)
Reducing this version of the model to the nonredundant directions (e.g. by keeping the r
and z coordinates or by gauge fixing the redundancy so that ϕ = 0 which results in standard
parameterization) we obtain exactly the U(1) anisotropic Thirring (or sausage) model.
The RG anomaly currents for the model defined in (5.35) read12
J(13) =
ipi
k
λ(˜13)J2 +O
(
λ2
)
, J¯(13) =
ipi
k
λ(˜13)J¯2 +O
(
λ2
)
,
J(22) =0 +O
(
λ2
)
, J¯(22) = 0 +O
(
λ2
)
,
J
(˜13)
=− ipi
k
λ(13)J2 +O
(
λ2
)
, J¯
(˜13)
= − ipi
k
λ(13)J¯2 +O
(
λ2
)
. (5.44)
Knowing these currents allows us to calculate the complete matrix of anomalous dimensions
both for the perturbing operators and for the currents. For the perturbing operators the
complete mixing matrix has two contributions:
Γi
j = ∂iβ
j −∆ij (5.45)
where ∆ji is defined as
∂µJ
µ
i = ∆i
jφj . (5.46)
In cylindrical coordinates ordering the coordinates as (r, φ, z) we obtain
(∂iβ
j) =
2pi
k

(
z − pi(32r2 + z2)
)
0 r(1− 2piz)
0 0 0
r(1− 2piz) 0 −pir2
 , (5.47)
(∆i
j) =
2pi2r2
k
0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 . (5.48)
The sum of these two matrices gives the mixing matrix Γi
j up to terms of order λ3.
12For the variant (5.41) the anomaly currents are exactly the same with labels corresponding to (5.41).
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The matrix of anomalous dimensions of the currents γba reads
(γba) = −
pi2
2k
 r2 + 2z2 0 00 2r2 0
0 0 r2 + 2z2
 , (5.49)
and the same expression also gives the matrix elements of γ¯ b¯a¯.
The metric with one loop correction in cylindrical coordinates ordered as (r, ϕ, z) is
(g
(0)
ij ) + (g
(1)
ij ) = 6pi
2
 1 0 00 r2 0
0 0 1
− 24pi3
k
ln ζ
z 0 r0 r2z 0
r 0 0
 . (5.50)
We observe that in the corrected metric the redundant coordinate ϕ remains orthogonal
to the nonredundant ones. Moreover the metric for the nonredundant coordinates is inde-
pendent of ϕ. This, together with the form of the β and c-function (5.39), (5.40) makes
the reduction of the gradient formula straightforward.
5.1.3 The six-coupling SO(3) model
We will finally present a current-current perturbation model which is nonconformal and
exhibits a non-Abelian redundancy symmetry. To this end, again starting from the SU(2)k
WZW model, define six perturbing operators
φ(ij) =
{
1
kJiJ¯i¯ i = 1, 2, 3
1
k
√
2
(
JiJ¯j¯ + Jj J¯i¯
)
i < j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (5.51)
and the orthonormal operators
φ(ij)⊥ =
1
k
√
2
(
JiJ¯j¯ − Jj J¯i¯
)
i < j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (5.52)
It is convenient to consider the six couplings at hand as entries of a symmetric matrix Λ,
defined as
Λ = (daa¯A λ
A) =
1
k
 λ
(11) 1√
2
λ(12) 1√
2
λ(13)
1√
2
λ(12) λ(22) 1√
2
λ(23)
1√
2
λ(13) 1√
2
λ(23) λ(33)
 . (5.53)
This matrix possesses three invariants, which may be computed as the coefficients of powers
of the variable µ in the characteristic polynomial of Λ:
p(Λ) = det (Λ− µ 13×3) = −µ3 + µ2tr(Λ)− µQ(Λ) + det(Λ) , (5.54)
where tr(Λ) and det(Λ) are the trace and determinant, while
Q(Λ) =
1
2
(
tr(Λ)2 − tr(Λ2)) . (5.55)
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The matrix Λ can be diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation O
OΛOT =
τ1 0 00 τ2 0
0 0 τ3
 , (5.56)
where the entries τ i are the eigenvalues of Λ. Since the matrices O form the Lie group
O(3), which has rank 3, we may consider a reparameterization of our coupling matrix Λ
in terms of the eigenvalues τ i and three parameters θj for the matrix O. The invariants of
the matrix Λ depend on the variables τ i only,
tr(Λ) = τ1 + τ2 + τ3 , Q(Λ) = τ1τ2 + τ1τ3 + τ2τ3 , det(Λ) = τ1τ2τ3 . (5.57)
In the first two orders of perturbation the redundancy currents are just the diagonal
currents Ka = (Ja, J¯a), a = 1, 2, 3. We omit the explicit expressions as they are quite long
and confine ourselves to spelling out the net result. We have checked that the corresponding
redundancy vector fields generate infinitesimal orthogonal transformations on the coupling
matrix Λ
Λ 7→ Λ + [Λ, X] , XT = −X . (5.58)
The redundancy transformations form a group isomorphic to SO(3) that acts on the cou-
pling space by similarity transformations
Λ 7→ OΛOT , O ∈ SO(3) . (5.59)
We note that the representation of SO(3) given by (5.59) is a well known example of a
polar representation (see e.g. [45]). The subset of diagonal matrices forms what is called a
section of the foliation - a submanifold that meets all leaves orthogonally. We will discuss
polar representations further in the next subsection.
We have also checked that the two loop beta functions commute with this action
and found that the two-loop c-function can be compactly expressed in terms of the 3
invariants as
c(λ) = c0 − 12pi
3
k
det(Λ)− 6pi
4
k2
(k + 4 ln ζ)(Q(Λ)2 − 2 det(Λ)tr(Λ)) +O (λ5) . (5.60)
It is convenient to introduce instead of λ(ij) a different set of local coordinates taking
the eigenvalues τ1, τ2, τ3 and any local coordinates θ1, θ2, θ3 on the group SO(3). In this
splitting the redundancy group only acts on the θi coordinates. The beta functions only
have components in the τ i directions given by
β1 = −2pi
k
τ2τ3 − 2pi
2
k
τ1
(
(τ2)2 + (τ3)2
)
+O(τ3)
β2 = −2pi
k
τ1τ3 − 2pi
2
k
τ2
(
(τ1)2 + (τ3)2
)
+O(τ3)
β3 = −2pi
k
τ1τ2 − 2pi
2
k
τ3
(
(τ1)2 + (τ2)2
)
+O(τ3) .
(5.61)
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We can thus reduce the theory to the one in which only the three invariant coordinates τ i
are present. The reduced theory is isomorphic to the following perturbation of the SU(2)
WZW theory
δS =
∫
d2z (τ1J1J¯1¯ + τ
2J2J¯2¯ + τ
3J3J¯3¯) . (5.62)
We have worked out the RG anomaly currents Jµi and checked that they vanish in
the nonredundant directions τ i. In the next subsection we discuss in more detail how
the gradient formula can be reduced to the nonredundant directions for this and other
models in which the redundancy group representation is polar. The reduced metric for the
6-coupling model can be obtained by reducing the perturbative Zamolodchikov metric to
diagonal matrices Λ. We omit the corresponding formulas.
5.1.4 Reducing the gradient formula
For the U(1) and the 6-coupling SO(3) models the two loop gradient formula has the form
∂ic = −gijβj . (5.63)
As we have seen above for each model, both the c-function and the beta functions reduce
naturally to the submanifold parameterized by the invariant coordinates. We now would
like to discuss the reduction of the metric and the reduced gradient formula in greater
generality. We will consider perturbed CFTs with redundancy group G up to two loops as
analyzed in section 4. To reduce the gradient formula (5.63) we pick new local coordinates
{λ˜α} = {τa} ∪ {θr} (5.64)
such that θa are the coordinates in the redundant directions and τa are the nonredundant
ones. In this subsection we will use the indices a, b, c in tensors for the τ -directions and
r, s, t for the θ-directions. To distinguish all quantities calculated in the λ˜α coordinates we
will put a twiddle above them. For the nonredundant directions we get
∂ac˜ = −g˜abβ˜b − g˜arβ˜r . (5.65)
To reduce this formula consistently we need to pick coordinates in which
g˜arβ˜
r = 0 , g˜ab = g˜ab(τ) , β˜
a = β˜a(τ) , (5.66)
that is the last two quantities are functions of the coordinates τa only.
We showed in section 4 that in the original coordinates λi the leading order metric is
up to a constant factor the standard Euclidean metric:
g
(0)
ij = 6pi
2δij (5.67)
while the metric correction can be written as
g
(1)
ij = −∂i∂jG(1) +O
(
λ2
)
, G(1) = 4pi
3 ln ζ
(
Cijkλ
iλjλk
)
. (5.68)
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The beta functions up to two loops can be written as
βi = ∂i
(
β(2) + β(3)
)
+O (λ4) , (5.69)
β(2) =
pi
3
∑
ijk
Cijkλ
iλjλk , β(3) =
1
4
∑
ijkl
βlijkλ
iλjλkλl . (5.70)
(The apparent noncovariant look of this equation is due to having particular coordinates
with a flat metric δij .) Since the tensors Cijk, β
l
ijkl are invariant under the action of G,
so are the potential functions G(1), β(2), β(3). We further choose the coordinates τ
a to be
invariant under the action of G, that is
(Qα)i
jλi∂jτ
a = 0 . (5.71)
The above potential functions are thus functions of τa only. Using this we obtain for the
leading order beta function and metric in the λ˜α coordinates
β˜(2)a = ηab∂bβ˜(2) , g˜
(0)
αβ = 6pi
2ηαβ , (5.72)
ηαβ =
∑
i
∂λ˜α
∂λi
∂λ˜β
∂λi
(5.73)
where the matrix ηαβ is the inverse to η
αβ and in the first two equations one should only
retain in ηαβ and η
αβ the leading order terms in the λ˜a expansion. The one-loop gradient
formula then is
∂ac˜
(3) = −g˜(0)ab β˜(2)b − 6pi2g˜(0)ar g˜(0)rc∂cβ˜(2) . (5.74)
We see that the conditions (5.66) at this order imply that the metric g˜
(0)
αβ must be of
the form
(g˜
(0)
αβ ) =
(
g˜
(0)
ab (τ
i) 0
0 g˜
(0)
rs (τ i, θr)
)
. (5.75)
As we will see shortly, the following stronger condition is more natural and will also ensure
a consistent reduction at two loops, namely we will require that the tensor ηαβ has the
block form
(ηαβ) =
(
ηab(τ
i) 0
0 ηrs(τ
i, θr)
)
. (5.76)
This means that the coordinates θr are orthogonal to the coordinates τa with respect to the
standard flat space metric and the invariant coordinates block depends only on τa. Such
coordinates can be considered as an analogue of spherical coordinates associated with the
standard SO(n) action in Rn. It was shown in [46] that such coordinates can be constructed
when the representation (Qα)i
j of G is polar. An orthogonal representation is called polar
if there exists a complete connected submanifold that meets all orbits orthogonally. Such a
submanifold is called a section and in physics language it is a special gauge slice. In the three
examples considered before the representation of G was polar and thus the gradient formula
(at least at one loop) can be consistently reduced as our explicit calculations indeed showed.
Assuming the metric is of the form (5.75) we further obtain that β˜r vanishes at one loop.
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At two loops we obtain for the metric correction
g˜
(1)
αβ = ∂α∂βG˜(1) − Γ˜γαβ∂γG˜(1) , (5.77)
where
Γ˜γαβ =
1
2
ηγδ (∂αηδβ + ∂βηαδ − ∂δηαβ)
are the Christoffel symbols for the flat metric δij in the λ˜
α coordinates that in (5.77) we
assume to be truncated at the leading order. Using (5.76) we find that Γ˜cab is a function of
τd only and hence so is g˜
(1)
ab . Moreover since Γ˜
b
ar = 0 we have g˜
(1)
ar = 0. This means that
the metric correction g˜
(1)
αβ is of the same form as (5.75). The two loop beta function for the
nonredundant coordinates has the form
β˜(3)a = η(0)ab∂bβ˜(3) + η
(1)ab∂bβ˜(2) (5.78)
where the upper bracketed index of η(i)ab labels the corresponding order of expansion in λ˜α.
Formula (5.76) implies that the two loop beta function is independent of θr and β˜r = 0.
The two loop gradient formula then reduces to the τa-directions:
∂ac˜
(4) = −g˜(0)ab β˜(3)b − g˜(1)ab β˜(2)b . (5.79)
It is tempting to conjecture that the Zamolodchikov metric gαβ will remain polar to all or-
ders as long as all perturbative corrections will be expressed in terms of G-invariant tensors.
6 Concluding remarks
In this section we will try to summarize what we have learned and will talk about the open
questions and future directions.
What we have seen in the conformal perturbation theory analysis is that in the vicin-
ity of fixed points with symmetry we can construct theories in which redundant operators
originate from the broken symmetries. At the two loop level we observed that the redun-
dancy vector fields close under the Lie bracket and the corresponding integral surfaces give
a foliation in the coupling space. Theories on the same leaf of this foliation differ only by
parameterization of observables and are physically equivalent.
Moreover, in conformal perturbation theory the leafs are generated by an action of a
certain group — the redundancy group. The appearance of this group has a simple origin.
At the fixed point we can construct this group as a subgroup of the symmetry group that
preserves the form of the perturbation, i.e. its action on the perturbing operators can
be undone by reparameterizing the couplings. In the perturbed theory one can imagine a
subtraction scheme that will preserve this action to all orders. For example for the current-
current perturbations, correlators of operators constructed using currents only are rational
functions multiplied by tensors invariant under the action of the above specified subgroup.
Thus any subtraction scheme that modifies the rational functions only and leaving the
tensors intact will do. In particular, point splitting plus minimal subtraction will preserve
the redundancy group.
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Although this picture of a foliation associated with a certain group action, which we
observe in conformal perturbation analysis, is very suggestive, it is not clear that this
is the case in general. One can show however that a collection of vector fields closed
under the Lie bracket and the associated foliation do arise at least perturbatively to all
orders. This is a consequence of the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions applied to the
redundancy anomalies:
[Ra(x),Rb(y)] = 0 . (6.1)
This result will be presented elsewhere [32].
Another salient feature that was present in our examples is that the foliation associated
with redundancy is preserved by the RG flow. In fact this is a general consequence of
the Wess-Zumino consistency condition (3.22). The RG flow moves any two physically
equivalent theories on the same leaf to a pair of physically equivalent theories. In particular
this implies that one can reduce the beta function to a transverse section of the foliation.
One can think of such a transverse section as a gauge choice, i.e. a choice of nonredundant
directions. We have also shown in section 3 that for a fairly general class of perturbations13
the c-function is invariant under the shifts in redundant directions (3.27). To reduce the
gradient formula to a transverse section (a nonredundant gauge slice) we also need to reduce
the metric and the antisymmetric form. This has to be done in such a way that the reduced
tensors are independent of the choice of the section (up to the change of coordinates in
the reduced theory). We have seen in the particular models studied in section 5 that this
is possible to do by choosing coordinates invariant under the redundancy group action.
Moreover in section 5.1.4 we showed that at two loops in conformal perturbation there
is a consistent reduction for any model in which the (fixed point) representation of the
redundancy group is polar. One important property of the analysis in section 5.1.4 was the
invariance of the metric tensor under the redundant vector fields
Lαgij = 0
that holds up to two loops in conformal perturbation in certain coordinates. In general the
Lie derivative of the Zamolodchikov metric can be written as (see (3.9), (3.10))
Lagij = −rcairkc gkj − rcajrkc gik . (6.2)
The Wess-Zumino conditions (6.1) imply that the connection coefficients rbai satisfy a zero
curvature condition [32]. One may hope to use this fact to bring the right hand side of (6.2)
under control. It is plausible then that an analogue of the coordinate split associated with
the redundancy group action which we have exploited in conformal perturbation does exist
more generally. One also needs to analyze the action of the redundancy vector fields on
the antisymmetric form bij and the metric correction ∆gij . Moreover, having shown that
one can consistently reduce all the geometric objects to a transverse section, one still needs
to work out how the reduced objects transform under a change of scale (cf. (2.10)). In
the examples analyzed in sections 4.5 and 5, we showed that the RG anomaly currents for
13The situation is more complicated for nonlinear sigma models, see footnote 3.
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the invariant (transverse) coordinates are absent and thus the reduced objects transform
geometrically (by the Lβ Lie derivative) under the change of scale. More generally the
transformation will be geometric if the nonredundant directions are orthogonal to the
redundant ones. As we showed in section 5.1.4, one can choose such coordinates (up to two
loops) for any model in which the redundancy group representation is polar. It remains to
see whether these results can be generalized. We leave these questions to future work.
There are other more technical questions which would be interesting to pursue further.
At the level of analyzing specific perturbations, two interesting closure questions have
arisen. It may be the case that new redundant operators, which are not combinations of
the original perturbing operators, emerge in the commutator of the original redundancy
vector fields with the beta function. Another point where we may need to enlarge the space
of couplings to include extra redundant operators is when expressing the total derivatives of
the RG anomaly currents Jµi . Although we have not succeeded in constructing interesting
examples exhibiting such situations, as far as we can see there is no general principle that
would forbid them.
While the discussion in this paper focused on the redundancy aspect, it was inter-
esting to see the models discussed as examples of the geometric objects present in the
gradient formula. We saw that the antisymmetric form bij at the two loop order appeared
only for relevant perturbations (see section 4.5). For marginal perturbations one could
detect the appearance of bij by checking whether the 1-form gijβ
j is closed (given that we
showed that ∆gij may appear only at very high orders). In the perturbative corrections
to the Zamolodchikov metric however at the next-to-leading order we may see a nontrivial
curvature tensor. In Riemann normal coordinates we have
gij = 6pi
2
(
δij +
1
3
Rikjlλ
kλl + . . .
)
where Rikjl is the Riemann curvature tensor for the Zamolodchikov metric (see [35] for a
recent discussion). There is no reason to expect that the 1-form
fi ≡ RikjlCjmnλkλlλmλn ,
which we obtain contracting the metric correction with the leading order beta function, is
closed so one may expect a nontrivial 2-form bij to appear at the order O(λ2).14 As the role
(and possible use) of bij is not understood, it would be interesting to do more calculations
exhibiting its appearance. The same goes for the tensor ∆gij which so far only has been
detected for nonlinear sigma models.
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14One also needs to analyze along with fi the 3-loop beta function calculated in Riemann normal coor-
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A Details of the beta function computations
A.1 The method
We first remind the reader of the method for computing the beta functions presented in [33],
specializing to the case of perturbations by dimension 2 operators φi. Consider the series
expansion formula for the partition function of the perturbed theory in orders of λ’s:
〈1〉λ =
〈
eδS
〉
0
= 〈1〉0 +
∑
i
λi
∫
d2z 〈φi(z, z¯)〉0
+
1
2!
∑
j,k
λjλk
∫
d2zj
∫
d2zk Θjk 〈φj(zj , z¯j)φk(zk, z¯k)〉0
+
1
3!
∑
j,k,`
λjλkλ`
∫
d2zj
∫
d2zk
∫
d2z` ΘjkΘjlΘkl 〈φj(zj , z¯j)φk(zk, z¯k)φ`(z`, z¯`)〉0
+O(λ4) (A.1)
where
Θjk = H(|zj − zk| − )H(L− |zj − zk|) (A.2)
are the cutoff functions that ensure ε < |zj − zk| < L for any pair of variables zj and zk.
The RG invariance implies
lim
→0

d
d
eδS = 0 (A.3)
provided that ∂λ
i = βi(λ). We treat (A.3) as an operator equation, i.e. inside correlation
functions. To pick a particular operator content we insert (A.3) into a correlator with an
asymptotic state φm(∞) (of dimension 2 and spin 0), where as usual
〈φm(∞) . . .〉 ≡ lim
z→∞ |z|
4 〈φm(z, z¯) . . .〉 . (A.4)
We obtain
= ∂
{∑
i
λi
∫
d2z 〈φm(∞)φi(z, z¯)〉0
+
1
2!
∑
j,k
λjλk
∫
d2z1
∫
d2z2 Θ12 〈φm(∞)φj(z1, z¯1)φk(z2, z¯2)〉0
+
1
3!
∑
j,k,`
λjλkλ
∫`
d2zj
∫
d2zk
∫
d2z` ΘjkΘjlΘkl 〈φm(∞)φj(zj , z¯j)φk(zk, z¯k)φ`(z`, z¯`)〉0+. . .
}
= O() . (A.5)
Using translation invariance to factor out the volume element and introducing the quantities
〈φm(∞)φj(0)〉(`) =
1
`!
λi1 . . . λi`× (A.6)
×
∫
d2z1 . . .
∫
d2z`
(
Θ1 . . .Θ`
∏
r<s
Θrs
)
〈φm(∞)φj(0)φi1(z1) . . . φi`(z`)〉0;c
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where
Θj = H(|zj | − )H(L− |zj |) , (A.7)
we recast (A.5) into the form
∞∑
`=0
{
βn〈φm(∞)φn(0)〉(`) +

(`+1)!
λnλi1 . . . λi`
∂
∂
∂i1 . . . ∂i`〈φm(∞)φn(0)〉(`)
}
=O() . (A.8)
Substituting into (A.8) the expansion
βi =
∑
`>0
βi(`) ≡
∑
`>0
βir1...r`λ
r1 . . . λr` ,
we obtain the following recursion relations
βi(λ) = − lim
→0
δij
∑
`>0
{
βk(λ) +

(`+ 1)!
λkλr1 . . . λr`
∂
∂
∂r1 . . . ∂r`
}
〈φj(∞)φk(0)〉(`) . (A.9)
The explicit formulae for the β-function coefficients up to O (λ3) read
βi(2) = − lim→0 δ
ij 
2!
λkλr
∂
∂
∂r〈φj(∞)φk(0)〉(1)
βi(3) = − lim→0 δ
ij
{
βk(2)〈φj(∞)φk(0)〉(1) +

3!
λkλrλs
∂
∂
∂r∂s〈φj(∞)φk(0)〉(2)
}
.
(A.10)
A.2 The two loop beta function
A.2.1 Derivation of the general formula
In this appendix we show how to derive formulas (4.26) and (4.27) for the two loop beta
functions βi(3). We calculate
〈φi(∞)φj(0)〉(1) = 2pi ln(L/)Cijkλk , (A.11)
which upon insertion into (A.10) reproduces the well-known one loop result
βi(2)(λ) = piCijkλ
jλk . (A.12)
At the two loop order the counterterm part is
−δijβk(2)〈φj(∞)φk(0)〉(1) = −2pi2δij ln(L/)CrskCjktλrλsλt
= −2pi
2
3!
ln(L/)
∑
perm(r,s,t)
CirmC
m
stλ
rλsλt . (A.13)
For the remaining term we calculate
−  ∂
∂
∂r∂s〈φi(∞)φj(0)〉(2)
= 
∫
d2z1
∫
d2z2
(
δ1Θ12Θ2 + Θ1δ

12Θ2 + Θ1Θ12δ

2
)
〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(z1)φs(z2)〉0;c ,
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where we introduced the notations
δa = δ(|za| − )H(L− |za|) , δab = δ(|za − zb| − )H(L− |za − zb|) . (A.14)
Focusing for the moment on the term involving δ1Θ12Θ2, we perform a global conformal
transformation f(z) = z/z1 on the 4-point function, followed by a coordinate redefinition
g : z2 7→ η = z2z1 . Taking further the z1-integral we obtain

∫
d2z1
∫
d2z2 δ

1Θ12Θ2〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(z1)φs(z2)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
d2η Θ(|1− η|)Θ(|η|)〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
UI
d2η 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c .
Here, the integration region UI , illustrated in figures 1 (blue colored region) and 4, is
defined via the product of cutoff functions
Θ(|x|) = H((1− |x|))H(L− |x|) . (A.15)
Analogously using the transformation f(z) = z/z1 and the change of integration variable
g : z2 7→ η = z2z2+eiφ1 we get

∫
d2z1
∫
d2z2 Θ1δ

12Θ2〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(z1)φs(z2)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
d2η Θ
(

∣∣∣∣ 1η − 1
∣∣∣∣)Θ( ∣∣∣∣1 + 1η − 1
∣∣∣∣) 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
UII
d2η 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c .
Finally, choosing f(z) = z/z1 and g : z2 7→ η = eiφ2z1 ,

∫
d2z1
∫
d2z2 Θ1Θ12δ

2〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(z1)φs(z2)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
d2η Θ
(

∣∣∣∣1η
∣∣∣∣)Θ( ∣∣∣∣1− 1η
∣∣∣∣) 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c
= 2pi
∫
UIII
d2η 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c .
The regions UII , UIII are described by the corresponding Heaviside functions. Thus
we obtain
− 
3!
λrλs
∂
∂
∂r∂s〈φi(∞)φj(0)〉(2) =
pi
3
λrλs
∫
UI∪UII∪UIII
d2η〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c . (A.16)
Substituting the last expression along with (A.13) into (A.10) and sending the cutoff
parameter /L to zero we obtain formula (4.26).
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Now, as detailed in appendix A.2.3, there exist combinations of conformal transforma-
tions and coordinate redefinitions such that the integrals over the regions UII and UIII may
be expressed as integrals over UI with permuted insertion points of the 4-point function
in the integrands. Moreover, the anti-cyclic permutations of insertion points may also be
obtained by the aforementioned combined operations, which leads to
λrλsλj
∫
UI∪UII∪UIII
d2η 〈φi(∞)φj(0)φr(1)φs(η)〉0;c
=
1
2
λrλsλt
∑
perm(r,s,t)
∫
UI
d2η 〈φi(∞)φr(0)φs(1)φt(η)〉0;c
that proves formula (4.27).
A.2.2 Description of the three integration regions
The three integration regions UI , UII , UIII are explicitly described as follows
UI :
{
1 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ L2
2
1 ≤ (x− 1)2 + y2 ≤ L2
2
, (A.17)
UII :

x ≥ 12
2
L2
≤ (x− 1)2 + y2 ≤ 1
2
L2
(1 + δ)2 ≤ (x− (1 + δ))2 + y2
, δ =
1
L2
2
− 1 , (A.18)
UIII :

x ≤ 12
2
L2
≤ x2 + y2 ≤ 1
2
L2
(1 + δ)2 ≤ (x+ δ)2 + y2
, δ =
1
L2
2
− 1 . (A.19)
Since δ → 0 in the limit L →∞, we observe that the union of the three regions Ui converges
to the entire η plane, with the approximate integration region being bounded by a very
large circle of radius L around η =
1
2 and with two discs of vanishing radius cut out around
η = 0 and η = 1.
A.2.3 List of transformations generating permutations of insertion points and
integration regions
The combined operation of first performing a conformal transformation fσ on the 4-point
function followed by a coordinate transformation gσ : η˜ = g(η) results in a permutation
of insertion points and integration regions in the integrals that appear in (A.16). The
transformation results in the following identity:∫
Ui
d2η 〈φm(∞)φj(η)φk(1)φ`(0)〉
fσ
=
∫
Ui
d2η
∣∣∣∣∂fσ∂z
∣∣∣∣4 〈φm(∞)φσ(j) (fσ(η))φσ(k)(fσ(1))φσ(`)(fσ(0))〉
gσ
=
∫
UΣ(i)
d2η˜
〈
φm(∞)φσ(j) (η˜)φσ(k)(1)φσ(`)(0)
〉
.
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The full list of combined permutations (σ,Σ) generated by operations (fσ, gσ) is given below
f(j k `
k ` j
)(z) ≡ z−1η−1
g(j k `
k ` j
)(η) ≡ 11−η ⇒ σ ≡
(
j k `
k ` j
)
, Σ ≡
(
I II III
II III I
)
. (A.20)

f(j k `
` j k
)(z) ≡ 1− zη
g(j k `
` j k
)(η) ≡ 1− 1η ⇒ σ ≡
(
j k `
` j k
)
, Σ ≡
(
I II III
III I II
)
. (A.21)

f(j k `
k j `
)(z) ≡ zη
g(j k `
k j `
)(η) ≡ 1η ⇒ σ ≡
(
j k `
k j `
)
, Σ ≡
(
I II III
III II I
)
. (A.22)

f(j k `
j ` k
)(z) ≡ 1− z
g(j k `
j ` k
)(η) ≡ 1− η ⇒ σ ≡
(
j k `
j ` k
)
, Σ ≡
(
I II III
I III II
)
. (A.23)

f(j k `
` k j
)(z) ≡ z−η1−η
g(j k `
` k j
)(η) ≡ 1 + 1η−1 ⇒ σ ≡
(
j k `
` k j
)
, Σ ≡
(
I II III
II I III
)
. (A.24)
We see that for each occurrence of the integration regions UII and UIII in the two loop
β-function formula, there exists a combined operation that transforms it into an integral
over the region UI .
In addition to these pairs of global conformal transformations and coordinate transfor-
mations, which realize all permutations of the three insertion points 0, 1 and η, we will now
introduce an additional operation that permutes the insertion points 0 and ∞. Consider
the transformation
f(w) =
1
w
,
∣∣∣∣ ∂f∂w
∣∣∣∣2 = 1|w|4 . (A.25)
In order to apply it to the 4-point function, we need to regularize the transformation
as follows:∫
Ui
d2η 〈φm(∞)φj(η)φk(1)φ`(0)〉 =
∫
Ui
d2η lim
δ→0
lim
|x|→∞
|x|4〈φm(x)φj(η)φk(1)φ`(δ)〉
f(w)
=
∫
Ui
d2η lim
δ→0
lim
|x|→∞
|x|4 1|x|4
1
|η|4
1
δ4
〈
φm(
1
x)φj
(
1
η
)
φk(1)φ`(
1
δ )
〉
R=1/δ
=
∫
Ui
d2η
1
|η|4 limR→∞R
4
〈
φm(0)φj
(
1
η
)
φk(1)φ`(R)
〉
=
∫
Ui
d2η
1
|η|4
〈
φm(0)φj
(
1
η
)
φk(1)φ`(∞)
〉
.
Finally, applying the coordinate transformation
g˜(η) =
1
η
, (A.26)
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we know from (A.22) that this transformation will permute the integration regions as
Σ˜ =
(
I II III
III II I
)
, (A.27)
hence we finally obtain∫
Ui
d2η 〈φm(∞)φj(η)φk(1)φ`(0)〉 g˜◦f(w)=
∫
UΣ˜(i)
d2η˜ 〈φm(0)φj (η)φk(1)φ`(∞)〉 .
Combining this transformation with the previously introduced ones shows that we may
realize all possible permutations of insertion points in the formula defining the two loop
coefficients, which proves that the tensor βijk` is invariant under permutations of all four
indices. (Obviously this is not a coordinate independent statement but rather the special
property of the renormalization scheme employed.)
A.2.4 Explicit parametrization of ∂UI
The boundary of the integration region UI has to be augmented by a branch cut whenever
contour integrals over logarithms are involved upon applying the complex Stokes theorem.
A particularly convenient choice for this branch cut as well as the different segments of
∂UI is presented in figure 4. The different segments of the integration contour ∂UI may be
parametrized as follows:
(
C leftL/ε
)
A
: η = 1 +
L
ε
eiϕ , pi − θ ≤ ϕ ≤ pi (A.28a)(
C leftL/ε
)
B
: η = 1 +
L
ε
eiϕ , −pi ≤ ϕ ≤ −pi + θ (A.28b)
CrightL/ε : η =
L
ε
eiϕ , −θ ≤ ϕ ≤ θ (A.28c)
(C left1 )A : η = eiϕ , pi ≥ ϕ ≥ θ∗ (A.28d)
(C left1 )B : η = eiϕ , −θ∗ ≥ ϕ ≥ −pi (A.28e)
Cright1 : η = 1 + eiϕ , pi − θ∗ ≥ ϕ ≥ −pi + θ∗ (A.28f)
Ccut+ : η = xeipi , −
L
ε
+ 1 ≤ x ≤ −1 (A.28g)
Ccut− : η = xe−ipi , −1 ≥ x ≥ −
L
ε
+ 1 (A.28h)
In the above equations, we introduced the notations
θ =
pi
2
− α , α = arcsin
( ε
2L
)
,
θ∗ = arccos
(
1
2
)
=
pi
3
.
(A.29)
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Figure 4. Illustration of ∂UI and the choice of branch cut. The imaginary axis is centered at
η = 12 in order to illustrate the reflection symmetry of the integration contour (up to the branch
cut pieces).
A.3 Derivation of the two loop beta function for current-current perturba-
tions
The connected 4-point function of the current-current operators (5.1) is
〈ΦI(0)ΦJ(1)ΦK(η)ΦL(∞)〉0;c = daa¯I dbb¯J dcc¯Kddd¯L
{
ηabηcd
(
ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯
η¯2
+
ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯
(η¯ − 1)2
)
+
ηacηbd
η2
(
ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯ +
ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯
(η¯ − 1)2
)
+
ηadηbc
(η − 1)2
(
ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯ +
ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯
η¯2
)
−
[(
ηabηcd +
ηacηbd
η2
+
ηadηbc
(η − 1)2
)(
f¯a¯b¯
r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯ +
f¯a¯c¯
r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯
η¯
)
1
(η¯ − 1)
]
−
[
. . .
]
+
1
|η−1|2
(
fab
rfrcdf¯a¯b¯
r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯ +
fac
rfrdbf¯a¯c¯
r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯
|η|2 +
fac
rfrdbf¯a¯b¯
r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯
η
+ +
fab
rfrcdf¯a¯c¯
r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯
η¯
)}
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The symmetrized connected 4-point function is
1
4!
∑
perm(I,J,K,L)
〈ΦI(0)ΦJ(1)ΦK(η)ΦL(∞)〉0;c = 1
3!
daa¯I d
bb¯
J d
cc¯
Kd
dd¯
L
[
Eηηη¯η¯Fηηη¯η¯(0, 1, η)
+ Eηηf¯ f¯Fηηf¯ f¯ (0, 1, η) + Effη¯η¯Fffη¯η¯(0, 1, η) + Eff¯ f¯Ffff¯ f¯ (0, 1, η)
]
(A.30)
where we use the following shorthand notations
Eηηη¯η¯ = ηabηcd (ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯ + ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯) + ηacηbd (ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯ + ηa¯d¯ηb¯c¯) + ηadηbc (ηa¯b¯ηc¯d¯ + ηa¯c¯ηb¯d¯)
Fηηη¯η¯(0, 1, η) =
1
η2
+
1
(η − 1)2 +
1
η¯2
+
1
(η¯ − 1)2 +
1
η2(η¯ − 1)2 +
1
(η − 1)2η¯2
Eηηf¯ f¯ = ηabηcd
(
f¯a¯c¯
r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯ − f¯a¯d¯r¯f¯r¯b¯c¯
)
+ ηacηbd
(
f¯a¯d¯
r¯f¯r¯b¯c¯ − f¯a¯b¯r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯
)
+ ηadηbc
(
f¯a¯b¯
r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯ − f¯a¯c¯r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯
)
Fηηf¯ f¯ (0, 1, η) = −
1
(η¯ − 1) +
1
η¯
− 1
(η − 1)2η¯ +
1
η2(η¯ − 1)
Efff¯ f¯ = fab
rfrcdf¯a¯b¯
r¯f¯r¯c¯d¯ + fac
rfrdbf¯a¯c¯
r¯f¯r¯d¯b¯ + fad
rfrbcf¯a¯d¯
r¯f¯r¯b¯c¯
Ffff¯ f¯ (0, 1, η) =
2
|η − 1|2 +
2
|η|2 −
1
(η − 1)η¯ −
1
η(η¯ − 1)
We also have the relations
Effη¯η¯ = Eηηf¯ f¯ , Fffη¯η¯(0, 1, η) = Fηηf¯ f¯ (0, 1, η) ,
where the notation . . . amounts to replacing all holomorphic quantities by anti-holomorphic
quantities and vice versa. The coefficient function Efff¯ f¯ contracted with the tensors d yield
contractions of 3-point function coefficient tensors C:
daa¯I d
bb¯
J d
cc¯
Kd
dd¯
L Efff¯ f¯ = CIJ
RCRKL + CIK
RCRJL + CIL
RCRJK
=
1
2
∑
perm(J,K,L)
CIJ
RCRKL .
(A.31)
The two loop beta function coefficients are computed from the general formula (4.27)
using (A.30). We need the following integrals over the integration region UI described in
appendix A.2.2, which are computed using Stokes theorem:
∫
UI
d2η
1(
η + 12
)2 = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η¯ + 12
)2 Lε→∞−−−−→ −pi3 +
√
3
4∫
UI
d2η
1(
η − 12
)2 = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η¯ − 12
)2 Lε→∞−−−−→ 2pi3 +
√
3
4∫
UI
d2η
1(
η − 12
)2 (
η¯ + 12
)2 = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η + 12
)2 (
η¯ − 12
)2 Lε→∞−−−−→ −pi3 −
√
3
2
(A.32)
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∫
UI
d2η
1(
η + 12
) = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η¯ + 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ pi
3
+
√
3
2∫
UI
d2η
1(
η − 12
) = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η¯ − 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ 2pi
3
−
√
3
2∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ± 12
) (
η¯ ± 12
)2 = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ± 12
)2 (
η¯ ± 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ ±(pi
3
−
√
3
)
∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ± 12
) (
η¯ ∓ 12
)2 = ∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ∓ 12
)2 (
η¯ ± 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ ±(√3
2
− 2pi
3
)
(A.33)
∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ± 12
) (
η¯ ± 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ 2pi ln(L/ε)−∆
∫
UI
d2η
1(
η ± 12
) (
η¯ ∓ 12
) Lε→∞−−−−→ 2pi ln(L/ε)− 2∆ (A.34)
The symbol ∆ stands for the contribution
∆ ≡ i
2
(
Li2
(
e
ipi
3
)
− Li2
(
e
−ipi
3
))
. (A.35)
Collecting all contributions and using
∫
UI
d2η Fηηη¯η¯(0, 1, η)
L
ε→∞−−−−→ 0∫
UI
d2η Fηηf¯ f¯ (0, 1, η)
L
ε→∞−−−−→ pi∫
UI
d2η Fffη¯η¯(0, 1, η)
L
ε→∞−−−−→ pi∫
UI
d2η Ffff¯ f¯ (0, 1, η)
L
ε→∞−−−−→ 4pi ln(L/) ,
(A.36)
we obtain formula (5.12).
B Details on the computation of the redundancy coefficients
B.1 Leading order calculation
The leading order coefficients r
(1)
ai
I may be computed via15
r
(1)
ai
I = δIJ |x− y|4∂i∂x¯〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1) .
15To avoid potential complications arising from permuting the differential ∂x¯ with the integration neces-
sary to obtain 〈Ja(x)ΦI(y)〉(1), we will first compute the integral and take the derivative on the result, rather
than first taking the derivative on the correlator 〈Ja(x)ΦI(y)φi(v)〉0 (which would result in δ functionals).
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With the 3-point functions
〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)φi(v)〉0 =
iAaJi
(x− y)(x− v)(y − v)(y¯ − v¯)2
= − iAaJi
(x− y)2
(
1
(x− v) −
1
(y − v)
)
1
(y¯ − v¯)2
= − iAaJi
(x− y)2∂v¯
{(
1
(x− v) −
1
(y − v)
)
1
(y¯ − v¯)
}
,
(B.1)
and implementing the explicit normalization convention and point-splitting for the integrals
in the perturbed correlators 〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1), a straightforward computation by means of
the complex Stokes theorem yields:
r
(1)
ai
I = δIJ |x− y|4∂i∂x¯〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1)
= −iδIJ(x¯− y¯)2∂x¯AaJi lim
L→0
∫
d2v ΘxvΘyv∂v¯
{(
1
(x− v) −
1
(y − v)
)
1
(y¯ − v¯)
}
= ipiδIJAaJi(x¯− y¯)2∂x¯
{
1
(x¯− y¯)
}
= ipiAai
I .
Analogously, we may compute
r¯
(1)
a¯i
I = ipiA¯a¯i
I .
B.2 Next-to-leading order calculation
Let us focus on the computation of the next-to-leading order coefficients r
(2)
aij
I for con-
creteness (since the coefficients r¯
(2)
a¯ij
I may be computed in an entirely analogous fashion).
Inspecting the defining equation
r
(2)
aij
I = δIJ |x− y|4∂i∂j
{
∂x¯〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(2) − r(1)ak Kλk〈ΦK(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1)
}
, (B.2)
we need the formulae for the two perturbed correlator contributions 〈ΦK(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1) and
〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(2). First of all, we may compute
〈ΦK(x)ΦJ(y)φ`(v)〉0 = CJK`|x− y|2|x− v|2|y − v|2 (B.3)
and
〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)φr(v)φs(w)〉0 =
i
(y¯ − v¯)(y¯ − w¯)(v¯ − w¯)
{
BaJ
b¯A¯b¯rs
(x− y)2(v − w)2 +
Bar
b¯A¯b¯sJ
(x− v)2(y − w)2 +
Bas
b¯A¯b¯Jr
(x− w)2(y − v)2
}
+
i
|y − v|2|y − w|2|v − w|2
{
AaJ
tCtrs
(x− y) +
Aar
tCtsJ
(x− v) +
Aas
tCtJr
(x− w)
}
. (B.4)
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To obtain 〈ΦK(x)ΦJ(y)〉(1), we may use the formula
1
|x− y|2|x− v|2|y − v|2 =
1
|x− y|4
∣∣∣∣ 1(x− v) − 1(y − v)
∣∣∣∣2 , (B.5)
and compute the integral over d2v by means of the complex Stokes theorem as∫
d2v ΘxvΘyv
∣∣∣∣ 1(x− v) − 1(y − v)
∣∣∣∣2 L→0−−−→ 4pi ln( |x− y|
)
. (B.6)
The double integral necessary to obtain 〈Ja(x)ΦJ(y)〉(2) is rather complicated due to the
fact that we have to “disentangle” the product of cut-off functions Θ implementing the
point-splitting in order to apply the complex Stokes theorem. This procedure results in a
contour integral∫
d2v ΘxvΘyv
∫
d2w ΘxwΘywΘvw . . . =
III∑
α=I
∫
Uαv
d2v
∫
Uαw;v
d2w . . . ,
where the three combinations of integration regions (Uαv ,Uαw;v) are those obtained from
decomposing the product of Θ cut-off functions in such a fashion that we can perform
the integral over d2w first. After a tedious computation, the double integral may be
evaluated as
∂x¯
{ III∑
α=I
∫
Uαv
d2v
∫
Uαw;v
d2w
〈
Ja(x)ΦJ(y)φ(r(v)φs)(w)
〉
0
}

L→0−−−→ −
4ipi2 ln
( |x−y|
ε
)
|x− y|4 AaJ
tCtrs +
ipi2
|x− y|4
(
Bar
b¯A¯b¯Js +B
asb¯A¯b¯Jr
)
.
(B.7)
Thus, the divergent parts of the two contributions to the next-to-leading order coefficient
tensors cancel each other, and we finally obtain:
r(2)ars
I = −ipi2
(
Bar
b¯A¯b¯s
I +Basb¯A¯b¯r
I
)
. (B.8)
In an entirely analogous procedure, the next-to-leading order coefficients r¯
(2)
a¯rs
I may be
computed as
r¯
(2)
a¯rs
I = −ipi2
(
B¯a¯r
bAbs
I + B¯a¯s
bAbr
I
)
. (B.9)
C Some contour integrals
By virtue of the complex Stokes theorem∫
M
d2x ∂µF
µ =
∫
M
d2z
(
∂¯F z + ∂F z¯
)
=
∫
∂M
{
dzεz¯zF
z¯ + dz¯εzz¯F
z
}
=
i
2
∫
∂M
{
− dzF z¯ + dz¯F z
}
,
(C.1)
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we may evaluate the complex single and double integrals of interest in this paper once we
find an explicit description of the integration contour ∂M . The contours are computed
from the combinations of cutoff functions Θxy,
Θxy = H(|x− y| − )H(L− |x− y|) ,
which are used to implement a point-splitting regularization scheme for the integrals. For
brevity, the presence of the cutoff functions is indicated by the notation [. . .]. Amongst the
list of integrals of interest in this paper, there are two divergent integrals:∫ [
d2x
(y − x)(z¯ − x¯)
]
= 2pi ln
(
Λ
+ |y − z|
)
,
∫ [
d2x
(y − x)(z¯ − x¯)
]
= 2pi ln(Λ/) . (C.2)
We also encounter a number of convergent integrals:∫
d2x
[
1
(y − x)(z¯ − x¯)2
]
= − pi
(y¯ − z¯) ,
∫
d2x
[
1
(y − x)(y¯ − x¯)2
]
= 0 , (C.3)∫
d2x
[
1
(y − x)2(z¯ − x¯)
]
=
pi
(y − z) ,
∫
d2x
[
1
(y − x)2(y¯ − x¯)
]
= 0 . (C.4)
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